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Students march for freedom
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A group of abdut
from
Varner House to Grafton-Stovail Theatre to discuss unity, desegregation and acceptance Monday,
the first day of Black History Month.
"This was done to try and unify the campus,"
sophomore Tyson Brown said.
Brown largely planned and organized the
march with fellow students Chris Jones and Tre
Sanders, said Zeb Davenport, director of the Center of Multicultural Student Services.
"Chris Jones came up with the idea and rallied
a group of students together," he said.
Jones, a sophomore sociology major, said, "By
gathering, marching and speaking out we open
the doors of change at our institution and close the
doors of a negative mind-state."
The students called it a Freedom Fighters
march to honor people throughout history who
made sacrifices and instigated changes for
African-Americans.
see MARCH page 9
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DYLAN BOUCHERI.E//j/i«to editor
Students march near the commons on Monday to mark the beginning of Black History
Month. The Freedom Fighters march, designed to honor people who made sacrifices for
African-Americans, began at Varner House and ended at Grafton-Stovail Theatre.

JMU Police arrest
UREC theft suspect
the $2,500 at a later date.
Police allege Bookman stole a
VISA card from a JMU student's
unattended wallet in the
Campus police arrested a JMU women's bathroom at UREC on
student yesterday on four felony Jan. 28 between 3 and 5 p.m.,
counts in conjunction with a JMU Chief of Police Larry Shifflettsaid.
,
theft at UREC on Jan. 28.
Shifflett said the card was
Junior Diedre Bookman, of
Belle Mead, N.J., is charged with used during the evening of Jan.
two charges of credit card fraud 28 at Valley Mall in Harrisonand two charges of credit card burg. According to police
forgery, according to JMU police. reports, the credit card's
Bookman has also been approved reserve was exhausted
at various stores
charged with an
the mall.
attempt to comSUSPECT ARRESTED inJMU
Police
mit credit card
searched
Bookfraud, which is a WHO: Junior who allegedly had
man's
residence
role
in
a
UREC
theft
misdemeanor.
yesterday mornCampus WHAT: Four felony counts
police
con- WHEN: Police arrested suspect ing, and Bookman turned over
fronted Book- on Feb. 3.
several items
man in F-lot
near Zane Showker Hall yes- that police said were illegally purterday, and then escorted her chased with the credit card.
Shifflett said police are investito the campus police station
where she was arrested at 8:30 gating Bookman in connection
with other stolen credit cards
a.m.
A Rockingham County Jail that date back to January, Februofficial said Bookman was ary and March 1997.
Police will have to investigate
released yesterday on a
$2,500 unsecured bond, those cases before making furwhich
neans
Bookman
promised that she would pay
see SUSPECT page 9
STEVEN LANDRY
police reporter

MEGHAN MOtfTGOMERY/staff photographer
'PHAMTASnC: Senior Nelson Pham, chair of the Senior Class Challenge Steering Committee, kicked off the annual fund-raising effort
Monday in Chandler Hall's Shenandoah Roqrn. See story, page 3.

JMU lost a friend this week
as Mills Godwin, the only Virginia politician since the Civil
War to have served two terms
as governor, died of pneumonia Saturday.
Godwin, 84, a dominating
figure in Virginia politics in the
1960s and 1970s, particularly
helped Madison College begin
its transformation to JMU during the early years of former
JMU President Ronald Carrier's presidency.
"[Godwin's] wife Katherine
is a JMU graduate from the class
of 1938," Carrier said. "There
was a personal relationship
[with JMU] which was the result
of her being an alumna of Madi-

[Godwin] had
all the told to be
an effective governor, and he was.
Ronald Carrier
JMU Chancellor
son College that added a personal touch in the relationship."
Godwin played an important
part in the ceremonies on March
22,1977 — arguably the university's biggest day. On that day,
he signed two bills officially
changing the name of Madison
College to JMU, which made
"approximately 41,200 faculty,
staff, students and alumni
happy," according to the March
25,1977 Breeze.
Godwin's influence on the
state and its politics transcended
his two terms as Virginia's chief
executive. As a state legislator in
the 1950s, he was a champion of
the ultimately futile policy of
massive resistance to school
desegregation.
"He had all the tools to be an
see JMU page 9
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Campus police report the
following:

charged with possession of
marijuana on Jan. 29 at 12:05
p.m. and was related to an odor
investigation in an ORL facility.

Possession of Marijuana
• Stephen L. Gilpin, 20, of
Wilmington, Del., was arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana on Jan. 29 at 12:05
p.m. and was related to an odor
investigation in an ORL facility.
♦ Eric T. Wiltshire, 19, of
Alexandria, was arrested and

Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• April N. Pike, 19, of
Chesapeake, was arrested and
charged with underage
possession of alcohol on Jan.
30 at 8:32 p.m. at the Busta
Rhymes oonoart.
• Non-student Matthew G.

FYI

LIFESTYLE

Underage Consumption of
Alcohol
♦ A JMU student was judicially
charged with underage
consumption of alcohol in
Wayland Hall on Jan. 31 at 2:50
a.m.
Destruction of Personal
Property
• Unidentified individuals
alleged^ placed a cfividing chain

reason and humanity oitr error
and oppression."
James Madison
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Temple, 18, of Lanexa, was
arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol
in Wayland Hall on Jan. 31 at
2:50 a.m.
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over the rear windshield wiper of
a parked SUV in the
Convocation Center B-lot on
Jan. 29 between 6:35 and 8:30
p.m.
When the owner returned
and unknowingly drove away,
the wiper broke off, causing
about $150 damage to the
vehicle.
The vehicle dragged the
chain over two other vehicles,
causing about $1,500 damage
to each of the other vehicles.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
IRSDAY, FIB.
* Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St., call
Ben at 434-3490
* Earth Club Meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 305, call Warren at 438-1210

* Family Support Group, 12 noon, Valley Wellness Center, call
Kaye at 433-4100
* Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 4346822
* Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason
St., call Ben at 434-3490
* Folk Group Practice, 7:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.),
sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Laura at 574-4698
* "Genesis: Leadership for the Future," 12:30 p.m., TDU Conference
Room, call x3407
* JMU Equestrian Team meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 309, call Laura at
x5724

* Planetarium Show, 6 and 7 p.m., Miller 102
Cleveland

* "Secrets: An open forum on the past, present and future of Greek
life," 8 p.m., Highlands Room, call Jamie Colbert at *4585
* UBP Public Relations/ Marketing Committee, 5 p.m., Taylor 306,
call Eunice at x7822

South Main St.

* Visiting Scholars Program, 5 p.m. Harrison A205, with Giuseppe
F. Mazzotta presenting "Dante's Quest"

# Young Democratic Socialists Meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 302, call
x2537

C^JrJ K > I

FRIDAY, FEB. 5
WEATHER

# Bible Study, 7 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822
• "Hundred and One Dalmations," 7:30 p.m., Wilson Hall auditorium, call x7000

FRIDAY:

Sunny, high 54°F, low

23°F.
# JMU Breakdancing Club, 6 p.m., UREC MAC room, e-mail Chris
at martincg@jmu.edu

* New Life Singers, 7 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St.,
call Ben at 434-3490

* Primetime, 8 p.m., PC Ballroom, sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ, call Laura at 434-6243

The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall

SATURDAY:

Showers, high 58°F,

low33°F.
SUNDAY:

.7

Mostly cloudy, high

50°F,low34°F.
MONDAY: Mostly cloudy, high
46°F, low 29°F

• Auditions, 7 p.m., Music 119, for new all-female a cappella erouD
v
call Susie at 438-1607 "

CLAS^FIEDS

Talk is cheaper

How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office

MARKET WATCH

Less expensive digital networks and more competition are expected to cut
the cost of wireless phone a*. Per-mJnut^average in 1998 and projected cost
in the next five years:
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Business to offer new MBA
JMU to be first in U.S. with information security concentration
v
ISA ROSATO
enior writer

Responding to a growing demand in
the work force for graduates with information security skills, the College of
Business introduced a new MBA degree
program with a concentration in information security last week.
The ceremony, held on Jan. 29 included JMU President LinwoodRose, two
guest speakers and the official launch of
the program through a statement
released on the Internet.
The JMU program is the first one in
the country to offer a concentration in
information security, said Kenneth Bahn,
the director of the MBA program.
"There have been collaborative efforts
between the COB and Computer Science
to ensure that information security is a
large part of every course," Bahn said.
It is also a program heavy in Internet
learning, as students will be able to log on
to the program from areas like the
Metropolitan Washington, DC area.
The program is a marriage of technology, the benefits of technology to deliver
education and the talents of COB faculty,
Rose said. In addition to 24-hour, sevendays-a-week access to the program via
the Internet, the program will consist of
13, seven-week courses, taught over a 25month period.
The program costs $1,200 per course.
Beginning this Fall, the students will
meet the first Saturday of the course with
the professor in Northern Virginia at
Science Applications International
Corporation for about eight hours, Bahn
said. The next five weeks of the course

I

CINDY TINKER/jm/r photographer

JMU President Linwood Rose displays the press release that he and others are about
to send over the Internet. The press release announced a new MBA program here.

will be web-based, where students will
have access to synchronous chat rooms
and all their assignments. Right now the
faculty for the program consists of 26
teachers, all from JMU, but Bahn said that
could change over time.
The curriculum will include case
analysis and experiential exercises.
"The program will be available for

graduate students and primarily working
professionals," Bahn said.
Rose said, "This is a program that will
really extend the services of our institution to individuals that we have not
reached before."
Working professionals who are seeking a flexible education program will be
the ideal candidates, he said.

With a projected class size of 25-30
students, the program will start off with
just one class as a pilot run, Bahn said.
But the program will start again in
March, and Bahn expects at least 100
more applicants, but says that estimate
could be way below the actual number.
Rose said he expects the interest and
numbers in the program to override initial expectations.
Currently, JMU is emphasizing the
program in the metropolitan D.C. area,
but due to its web-based nature, it may
spread all over the nation, Bahn said.
JMU is contracting with companies in
that area who want to train their employees in this field, he said.
The companies represented this fall
have not been determined yet.
"However, we won't let more than
five or six people from one company be
in the same class (because] it tends to
restrict the flow of ideas," Bahn said.
Providing both technical and managerial skills, the program will prepare students to become managers of security
systems for corporations, Bahn said. In
addition, they will be in a position where
they can advise the CEO.
"In short, these graduates will have
great responsibility within a corporation," Bahn said.
Guest speaker Gail Meyer, a program.
director at IBM, emphasized the shortage
of people in the labor pool with security
and managerial skills despite the high
demand in many private and public institutions.
"The MBA with an information security concentration is geared directly at
see MBA page 11

Seniors respond to class of '98 challenge
Class of 1999
sets $95,099 goal
for 3 programs

G

HI-YEON HWANG
contributing writer

Two existing campus services
will benefit, and a new one created, if seniors meet their Senior
Class Challenge fundraising goal
this year.
Seniors kicked off their effort
to raise $95,099 to fund the three
projects Monday in Chandler
Hall.
JMU President Linwood Rose
and other university administrators attended the event, as well
as the Student Ambassadors,
Senior Class Challenge steering
committee members and other
seniors.
The first gift will be a $20,000
contribution to Carrier Library.
"The important thing about this
is that it's not just for the seniors
but for all students," said
Brannen Edge, a member of the

steering committee who
announced the three gifts at
Monday's event
Horsch said the library will
use the funds to buy additional
reference materials, computers
and online journal subscriptions.
The second gift is a $25,000
contribution to the Academic
Advising Career development
for all majors.
The center will use the funds
to purchase computer equipment and career-development
software, Horsch said.
Finally, $50,000 will be spent
on the third gift, the creation of
the James Madison Center. This
newly established center will
collect the history and writings
of the university's namesake,
Horsch said.
"It's an academic center
where original writings will be
housed," Horsch said. "It'll be a
place that promotes the writings
and philosophies of James
Madison. It'll almost be like a
library."
The center will probably be

teria used to make the selection in
a speech Monday.
The senior class challenge has
become a JMU tradition, Pham said.
"I've ... learned a lot about the
dUAiL£M££
importance of giving back to what
helps you become what you are,"
$95,099
Pham said. "That's one of the goals
Mi
of the challenge, to teach the seniors
how much important it is to give
back when you are an alumni."
Team leaders and team mem£50,000
bers begin the solicitation phase this
:.
week; it lasts until March 5. During
this time, the team members will
£25,000
ask seniors to make a pledge to the
Challenge, Pham said.
Seniors are asked to pledge a
certain amount of money to be paid
£20,000
during a period of three years. This
year's goal is $8,362 more than
R. DOl/GHERTY/gra/iAirj editor
what the class of 1998 raised.
This year's goal is symbolic in
housed in a Bluestone building on
the Quad, and the money will go two ways since graduating
to faculty or administration to run seniors entered JMU in 1995 and
the center, Horsch said.
will graduate in 1999, Assistant
Challenge Chairperson Nelson Director of Annual Giving Lisa
Pham discussed the process, past Horsch said. "The goal represents
gifts and the challenge set forth by two significant dates for the class
the class of 1998, as well as the of 1999," she said.
gifts selected mis year and the1 dr\-m • • So ■fat"', 52 seniors' have pledged
.

■

$11339 to the cause.

The class of 1999 decided in
voting not to contribute money to
a fund set up by the class of 1998
to erect a statue of James Madison
on the Quad.
"It Was one of the finalists, but
it wasn't selected by this year's
class," Horsch said. "As of now,
no other group has volunteered to
work with that."
A "significant amount" of
money, probably about $60,000 is
still needed for the project to come
to fruition, Horsch said.
Rose, who made fundraising a
goal upon being named president
this fall, said giving funds to JMU
is important.
"More important than the
amount of money that's been generated is the fact that the senior
class challenges have now created
a body of 5,000 graduates out
there who are already in the spirit
of contributing to JMU," Rose
said. "It's fine to envision that
goal of $95,099 and to produce
that money, but think too about
" See" SENIOR "page 7
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and Bracelets

New
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of Jewelry
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Stay out of the Doghouse!
ge sure f0 orJer y0ur
Valentines Flowers!
433-3352 %£R£Z

161 8. Main St

for Valentine's Day

600HARRISONBURC
UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(NEXT TO COSTCO)

482 1894

COITlDliment
vnur
"Miipnmeni your
flowers

Classic Design with an ARTISTIC flair by J.M.U. alumni Carla VanPelt

PROUDLY SERVING THE DUKES!
574-4700

CHA-NELL-O'S
PIZZA

SUBS

WINGS

iifji^orks!

DANCING
with Karen
Frf. Feb. 5
Swing &
Lindy
lessons

FREE DELIVERY!

ONE LARGE
TWO TOPPING PIZZA

$7.99

CAMPUS FEAST!
One Large Supreme Pizza
& One Large Two Toppings
Pizza...

$13.99

+ tax

ONE LARGE PIZZA
with up to S toppings of
your choice

Double Cheese add 75* per pizza
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

$8.99

+ tax

Double Cheese add 75
75* per pizz
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

♦ tax

Double Cheese add 75t per pizza
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

USS NORFOLK SUB
Turkey, Ham, Roast Beef. Cheese. Lettuce.
Tomato. Onion. Green Pepper. CW & Mayo

Foot Long - $5.99
Half-$3.69

Sat. Feb. 6
Ballroom &.
Latin lessons
&

Valentine's
Dance

r

TWO LARGE
PEPPERONI PIZZAS

$11.99

ONE LARGE
CHEESE BREADSTICK!

♦ tax

Any Two Footlong

Double Cheese add 7S< per pizza
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

TURKEY* CHEESE
SANDWICHES

$9.99 *

music: live and D.J.,
swing, latin, ballroom
Dayton Learning Center

$6.99

L

May not be used for USS NORFOLK
_ 30 MJNUTE FREE DELIVERY!

Call 432-1003*

for info

When orders fronn^e ,„„„,„, „;/ ,/„ „„„„„, >ou ,„„., ,„„ ,„„„„„
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Students reach out through skits
to raise sexual assault awareness
ILISON MANSER
jytaffwriter
One in four women on college campuses will have an experience that meets
the legal definition of rape.
Ninety-seven percent of JMU rape
occurrences are acquaintance rape.
This and other statistics flashed across the
screen at Grafton-Stovall Theatre Tuesday
night during "Every Second Counts/'a pro-

CARE HELPLINE
WHO:Campus Assault ResponsE
WHAT:Sexual assault helpline
HOW:To reach the helpline, cail x6411
and leave a message on the voice
mail. A volunteer will return the call
within 15 minutes.
WHEN:Thursday noon through
Monday noon. JFhis week the hours
have been extended to include
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.
gram presented by the Campus Assault
ResponsE Helpline (CARE).
CARE has a telephone helpline for students who have been directly or indirectly
affected by sexual assault.
'
"Everybody Hurts," by R.E.M. rang
eerily through a full house as statistics

and pictures of happy college students
flashed on the screen during a slide show
CARE members Kelly Fricker and
Colleen Miller presented.
"Thirty-three percent of college
women indicated they have engaged in
sexual intercourse when they didn't want
to," the screen read.
In 1997, three forcible sex offenses
were reported to campus police. Within
the past few months the Cleary Act was
passed through the efforts of the parents
of a Lehigh University student who was
raped and murdered. This law only
allows victims to report cases of abuse as
opposed to the previous system where
third parties, like friends of the victims,
could file reports. This new system makes
the reports more precise, Wing said.
"As JMU students we have a collective responsibility to help end sexual
assault," CARE member and graduate
student Brad Perry said.
With this introduction, an evening of
educational skits performed by CARE
members and volunteers began.
The first Skit, "The Rape of Mr. Smith,"
compared rape to a man who was mugged.
This police interrogation-style skit turned
the tables on perceptions of sexual assault by
using a man who'd been out late at night
drinking and was wearing a fancy suit.

! w..^
^^^m ,

1

—" 1\ 1
KARYN YONDOI.A/ronfr/bufmg photographer

CARE members present a skit for in their presentation, "Every Second Counts."
"If we didn't know any better, you
were asking for it (with your behavior),"
the female police character said.
"Sliding Doors" portrayed a common
JMU party scene with the theme, "A lifetime of consequence can be changed by
one decision."
Sophomore Jordan Inselmann played
Danielle, a sophomore member of the
water polo team who was ready to go out
and party on an average Friday night with
her roommate Susie, played by freshman

Jessica Malamud.
On the other side, sophomore Nick
Barbery played Jack, a senior who is having troQbles with his long distance girlfriend and begins drinking before he goes
out to the party scene.
Both Jack and Danielle end up at a
friend's party, where friendly conversation quickly leads to a rape situation.
Throughout this skit, sophomore narrator
see CARE page 11

Spreading a message of action
Amnesty International president urges students to fight social injustice
turn away from violence.
Schulz explained the details of
the 1948 signing of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights by
William Schulz, executive every member state of the United
director of Amnesty International, Nations, which lists 30 rights privhas opened his eyes to the injus- ileged to every human.
The declaration includes the
tices of the world and he encourright to life, liberty and security
aged JMU to do the same.
Schulz spoke about human of person; the right to seek and
rights violations and problems to enjoy in other countries asywithin the United States lum from persecution and the
right to education. The docuMonday evening in Wilson Hall.
"Human rights exist to keep ment also states that no one shall
the angel of death waiting so be held in slavery or servitude,
children of life might have time no one shall be subjected to arbiNIKKI REEDIsUiffpholoKrapher
t r a r y William Schulz, president of Amnesty International, speaks Tuesday.
to finish our
'
arrest,
green and tt j-,
,
j
r
detenAmnesty International, Schulz States has decreased, Schulz said.
glorious For thousands of
said the world faces more chal- , "Our second challenge is to
tion
and
dance ... to
>
lenges today than ever. Schulz convince [the public] that
exile,
among
listed the four most important growth alone is not enough, "
others. challenges that now face Schulz said. "You don't get
human rights by asking for
Amnesty.
" A m "Our first challenge is to them, only by demanding them
nesty is
Amnesty
interest
the American public in by an action for human rights."
here to
International
William Schulz tell the
It's a myth that China is stable,
the
world
beyond our shores,"
exists to deal
Amnesty International president world
he
said.
China executed 4,600 peoSchulz
said.
with
the
Since communism fell, the ple last year for minor offenses,
about
worst kinds of troubles the world
this document and stop abuses number of countries that torture including stealing bikes and selling
has, Schulz said.
people has increased from 96 to fake fertilizer, Schulz said. After
Citing one example of 15- of it," he said.
120, Schulz said. The number of their execution the Chinese govDespite, the 40,000 prisoners
and 16-year-old Tibetan nuns
and monks imprisoned and sub- of conscience, punished for human rights violations has ernment sells the internal organs of
increased, but people's knowledge these "criminals."
jected to electric shocks, Schulz expressing their ideas, released
The. third challenge Schulz\V
sinfce.
.the.'1961.
founding
of.
discussed the buman-teaction to
.'of. issues 'outsjde'of the United'.

i

LISON MANSER
staff writer

finish our people, ours is not just
jwlTtiMt/ the sweet land of liberty
that we claim it to be.

discussed is conveying "for
thousands of people, ours is not
just the sweet land of liberty that
we claim it to be."
"In 14 U.S. states, including
Virginia, it is not a criminal
offense for a prison guard to have
sexual contact with women pris-/
oners," Schulz said.
In the United States, you are
three to four times more likely to
be executed if you kill a white
person than if you kill a black
person, he said.
Fifty-two U.S. companies
manufacture equipment used
for torture "here in this sweet
land of liberty," Schulz said.
Seventy-four innocent people
have been released from death
row since 1972, he said.
The fourth challenge Schulz
discussed was determining
what a human rights violation is
and what responsibility Amnesty has to stop them.
"Who is wielding the
power?" Schulz asked.
He spoke of respecting others
and said, " If you accept a little torture, a few violations — then when
do we stop?"
"The reason human beings

;.v/lv::.^Yffiw;?^1'7
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Thurs. Feb 11

Fri. Feb 12

Sat. Feb 13

Oeam ol Mushroom Soup

Turkey Cutlet
Brown Onion Cream Sauce
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese
Cabernet Rice Medley
Stewed Tomatoes
Peas

Rhode Island Clam
Chowder
Fried Fish
Turkey Broccoli
Supreme
Steak Fries
Mixed Vegetables
Summer Slaw

Black Bean Cake with
Pineapple Salsa

Vegetarian Sloppy Joe

Wheat Berry Chili

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Creekbank Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Roast
Beef Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Manicotti
Penne w/ Tomatoes
and Peppers

Tortelini with Tomato,
Mushroom Sauce
Pasta with Creamy
Peas and Ham

Farfalle with
Mushroom Cacciatore
Calzone

Ravioli
Pasta wth
Peas and Tomatoes

Oriental Chicken Salad
California Wrap
Chinese Noodle Soup

Caesar Salad
BBQ Beef Wrap
Garden Vegetable Soup

Taco Salad
Small Turkey Wrap
Mexican Com and Bean Soup

Cobb Salad
Italian Wrap
Zesty Minestone Soup

Chicken / Pasta Salad
Mexican Wrap
French Onion Soup

Grilled Chicken
Chicken Patty Sandwich

Turkey Burgers
Zucchini Strips

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Reuben

Veggie Burger
Tuna Melt

Grilled Chicken Breast
Popper

Turkey Burger
Grilled Turkey
on Italian Bread

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Sirlion Tips
Tortellini Alfredo
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Zucchini and Tomatoes

Roast Pork Loin / Gravy
Chicken Shrimp Stir Fry
Rice
Green Beans
Creamed Onions

Tomato Basil Beef Stew
Chicken Fajitas
Roasted Potatoes
Corn
Sauteed Onions /
Pepper Medley

Fried Chicken / Gravy
Roast Lamb / Gravy
Brown Rice
Green Beans
Yellow Squash

Roast Beef / Gravy
Chicken Cacciatore
Mashed Potatoes
Onions Rings
Spinach

Ouesadillas -

Singapore Noodles

Pasta and Vegetable
Casserole

Sweet and Sour
Chicken
Spaghetti and
Meatball Casserole
Rice
Broccoli
Sesame Vegetables

Thai Vegetable Curry

Popcorn Shrimp
Chicken Sausage
Jambalaya
Rosemary Red
Potatoes
Peas and Pearl Onions
Succotash
Spanikopita

Radiatore with Sweet
and Sour Onion Sauce
Stuffed Shells

Meatballs in Sauce
Spaghetti with
Parmesan and Peas

Baked Ravioli
Pasta with
Peas and Tomatoes

Sun. Feb 7

Mon. Feb 8

Tues. Feb 9

Wed. Feb 10

[Cheese Grits
[Scrambled Eggs
[O'Brien Potatoes
IBacon
I French Toast
ICream of Tomato Soup
IBroccoli Stuffed
Chicken Breast
[Supreme Sauce
I Rice
Peas

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spinach Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Turkey Gravy
Carrots
Mixed Vegetables

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Baked Cod Giardeniere
Potatoes au Gratin
Spinach
Lima Beans

Turkey Rice Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Cheese Enchilada
Casserole
Spanish Rice
Broccoli
Dilled Carrots

Corn & Lima Bean
Casserole

Samosas, Tzatziki
Sauce

\MAMA MIA:

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce
Spaghetti with Spinach
and Ricotta Sauce

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

jCownfry Vegetable Stew
\Couscous
\\MAMA MIA:

... Curried Chickpeas

....Qitssss./.Mssn.^ssDS....

Baked Cavatelli
Rotini w/
Broccoli and Tomatoes

Linguini with
Garlic Cream Sauce

Mexican Vegetables

UaJenh'ne s Jjinner ^^
S?e£>ru<zri/ //, 7999

NEVWTOURS:
MON-THUR
11AJL-7PJL

SP/66ons S7/a//,
Jjining Uvoom 6

5:30 - 7p.m.

DOOR 4
FEBRUARY
SUBS
SPECIALS ^

A SWEETHEART OF A DEAL
Free Cookies or Fresh Fruit
Mon - Fri 3 - 4 P.m. with $3.70 Purchase

• 4U

ISAJA I3IEAN
BONANZA!

DISPOSABLE
HEAVENLY BROTH

coifflbs

/C< jv< y, a/tons
/\cr/ttt'tU >c/.

SWEETHEART SALAD
with Raspberry Vinaigrette
ROMEO'S ENCHANTMENT
Mushroom Stuffed Breast of Chicken
Juliet of Vegetables

I iii\ •_MK--.IV per M-.nni"
Sealinu .ii 5:30. '«. 6:3(1 and

tO MS -JIK'sIs

REUSABLE
CONTAINERS
WILL CONTINUE
TO BE THE

N.IIIK-s.

SUV III il\ m.inlvi

TEMPTATION TORTE
Rich Chocolate Torte

CHICKEN
BREAST SUB

ntinilvi I1

EARTH FRIENDLY
ALTERNATIVE

lln- u-Mi \ .ill, 'ii aii- 11

Loose and Free Falling Rice Pilaf

Kidney and black beans combined with
lime juice, yellow and red onion, cilantro and
a dash of flavorful spices!

AVAILABLE FOR
TAKEOUT

with Nuptial Bands

Call I L-slio Mi infold
Vliniii.nKv h\

PLEASE USE

II

Ml \KM()l SI

TKM!

.1 IVL'lll.ll I'lllK
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with Creme Anglais,- and a Cookie
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Winter brings blues
JMU to hold fair for overcoming depression

CINDY TINKERCy<wi/ri/>u/i7iff photographer

Members of the SGA vote on resolutions. Seven resolutions on
different Issues were passed at Tuesday's meeting.

SGA passes
7 resolutions
gram is less restrictive and could
help the university reach an additional 15 percent of students'
The Student Government financial need.
Association Senate authorized
The Senate supported lobbyseven issues for the legislative ing in opposition of House bill
action committee to address dur- 1192. The House bill states that
ing its lobbying trip to students convicted of a misdeRichmond in two weeks.
meanor involving alcohol should
Each resolution passed dealt lose their in-state tuition eligibiliwith a separate issue the com- ty. The bill makes no stipulations
mittee identified as "pertinent to for out-of-state students.
the JMU student body and
The Senate also opposed H.B.
administration, " Committee 1226, which states that dependent
Chair Sen. Matt Conrad said.
students should obtain permission
"I think when legislators see from whoever pays their tuition
students' faces, they under- bill before dropping a class.
stand the reality of these issues
The resolution argued that
and the people it's touching," "college students are capable of
Conrad said.
making rational decisions when
The committee will spend the it comes to determining their
day at the Capitol in Richmond academic agenda."
on Feb. 17 as a follow-up to JMU
The committee was also given
President Linwood Rose's trip approval to lobby in favor of H.B.
two weeks ago.
1231, which would create a
Conrad said his committee, Virginia College Tuition Grant
along with other approved SGA Program and Fund that would
Senate members, plans to meet allow in-state dependent students
with both the Education and to receive a $400 grant upon
Appropriations Committees, as meeting a 2.65 GPA requirement
well as local representatives.
The committee also plans to
The first two resolutions that suggest that legislators include
the Senate passed gave the com- non-dependent students as eligimittee approval to lobby for ble for these grants.
The final resolution that
more than $13 million in budget
amendments for the university. passed stated that the committee
The operating and capital bud- will lobby against H.B. 618,
get amendments would allow which prohibits alcoholic beverfunding for renovations to ages of any kind on the grounds
Warren, Wilson, Roop and of any "public institution of
higher learning."
Harrison Halls.
The bill allows an exception
The amendments would also
fund the third phase of buildings for religious congregations
at C1SAT and would help main- using wine for sacramental
tain other standards of quality at purposes. Any person convictthe university, such as training for ed of a violation will be guilty
staff members and reserve funds of a misdemeanor.
Sen. Jeanne Barnes stated in
for maintenance facilities, said
the resolution that the bill
Rep. Stephen Moss, a sophomore.
The Senate also agreed to sup- restricts the rights of JMU stuport more funding through the dents and alumni aged 21 or over
Commonwealth Award financial and would impact events such as
aid program, rather than the Founder's Day, Homecoming
Virginia Guarantee Assistance and other alumni events.
The Senate killed an additional
Program (VGAP). According to
»lftp!ad, the (fcprjjwnwealth ppr>«
"'M4SGA pageYf
EATHER NELSON
SGA reporter

JI

ORIE SHOMPER
contributing writer
Cold weather and snow
may be absent from the immediate weather forecast, but the
winter blues are still a facet of
the season.
The term winter blues "is
used to describe the seasonal
changes that occur in human
beings," said Linda Locher,
director of JMU's counseling and
development center.
Lack of energy, change in
diet, loss of sleep and rest, feelings of irritability and decreased
sex drive are all symptoms of the
winter blues, Locher said.
Common student complaints
include a lack of motivation or
difficulty focusing Locher said.
"Some students will have
lower [grade-point averages)," she said. "For some
people, it is harder to do well
in the winter months."
Feeling anxious, agitated,
moody, or irritable are all signs
of depression. "It is not just a
feeling of sadness," Locher
said. "Everybody has periods
of ups and downs, but if you
see a persistent change in your
mood it may be a chemical or
seasonal depression.
"It's hard to realize that what
you are feeling is depression,"
Locher said. "Many students
don't realize they were feeling

depressed until they start coming out of it"
Since depression can be very
subtle, Locher suggested students "pay attention to themselves and to their body." She
said to notice differences in
behavior in the spring versus the
fall or in the summer versus the
winter. A common indicator of
winter blues is losing interest in
activities that were once enjoyable, Locher said.
If you notice a change in
behavior and mood, Locher suggested trying to do some intervention for yourself. Exercise
regularly, eat a balanced diet
and get enough sleep, she said.
"If you can't make the
changes yourself, it is a good
idea to talk with a counselor
or physician," Locher said.
"People who are depressed
are not crazy."
The counseling center
receives a slight increase in
students coming to the center
during the winter months,
Locher said.
"From the beginning to mid
semester, more students come in
reporting feeling anxiety, stress
or sluggish," Locher said.
Some
students
said
they've felt the symptoms of
the winter blues.
"I feel run-down and don't
want to leave my room," sophomore Jason Carlton said.

But others said the unusually
warm weather this winter has
helped keep them positive.
"I don't have any winter
blues because the weather has
been beautiful this winter,"
sophomore Jackie Corell said.
Junior Jessica Andricsak
said, "I don't feel depressed
that it is winter, I just wish it
was summer."
A Beating the Winter Blues
Fair is being held in the PC
Ballroom on Feb. 9 from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
The fair was first held in
1996. "This is a chance to educate the students about the winter blues and make them aware,"
Locher said.
"There are three themes for
the fair this year," Locher said.
The themes are new ways to
take care of yourself, reaching
out to help others and trying
something completely different.
There will be various activities, demonstrations, and speakers and this year's event.
Some activities include a
mood-and-food tasting area,
massages and a relaxation training booth.
Speakers are scheduled every
half hour from 11 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Some topics include yoga,
exercise, emotions, dream interpretation, stress management,
meditation, pet therapy and
aroma therapy.

Amnesty speaker Seniors
discusses injustice set goal
for year

AMNESTY, from page 5
we can be," she said.
"I think Dr. Schulz did a very
all over the world, of every race,
color and tribe, care [about good job, because so often
human rights violations] is Amnesty International deals with
because every single one of us so many issues that it becomes
knows what it is to bleed and very overwhelming. I felt his
every single one of us knows speech was empowering, inforwhat it is to inflict cruelty," mative and concise," Barker said.
"Dr. Schulz was very knowlSchulz said.
Schulz also addressed ques- edgeable and very personable,"
tions from the audience on rea- Joy Gentile, UPB media relations
sons for human rights violations, coordinator, said'. "He was willthe role of the U.S. government ing to speak to anyone who
in specific foreign issues and wanted to speak to him. We
were really lucky to have him
several other topics.
Rachel Barker, president of the come and speak at JMU."
The evening was sponsored
JMU chapter of Amnesty
International, urged students to get by the University Program
involved with human rights and Board, Students for a Free Tibet
and the JMU Chapter of Amnesty
the JMU Amnesty International.
Barker said the group has International. Approximately 200
grown from 10 members last people attended.
Amnesty International meets
year to 25 currently; however,
she pointed out this is a small on Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m. in
achievement for a student Maury 205. Students for a Free
body of 14,000. "The more Tibet meets on Mondays at 5
signatures from every meet- p.m. in Taylor 302. The
ing and the more letters we University Program Board can
*»""'
>ht out, We"rno4e successful!»♦ bereacr**tt«9l7.

MM

SENIOR, from page 3
the number of people who
will be touched by your campaign and the number of
people who will then be
used to the notion of contributing to the university
over the years."
Rose also expressed special
interest for the creation of the
James Madison Center. "I
think we've got a vehicle
here that will enable us to
share the word about
Madison," he said.
Committee
members
showed
optimism
and
seemed enthusiastic about
the fund-raising campaign.
"It's very exciting to see how
we all come together and I
hope we'll learn even more
during the next month,'
••»•»•*
Pham'IaTff"
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WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties \ .fi.
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink Vff/
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUMDHTIOK^

| Caught in a MAJOR DECISION^
Sponsored b<j
Or just MAJOR CONFUSION^ Academic Advising & Career Development
I You've got 3 options...

MAJORS FAIR
Talk with representatives from EVERY MAJOR
Wednesday, Feb. 10,1999 12-3pm P.C. Ballroom
ENTER AND WIN!
Return this ticket to the Majors Fair for a chance to win a $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
from the JMU BOOKSTORE!

Name

'

Phone

Address
Raffle tickets available only through this Breeze ad and will be accepted only at the Majors Fair on
Wednesday, February 10, 1999 from l2-3p.m. Odds of winning based on number of entries submitted.
No facsimiles or duplicates will be accepted. Winner notified by Monday, February IS, 1999.

CAREER DECISIONS PROGRAM
A series of workshops designed to help you answer questions like:
What is the best major for my career needs'?
Am I in the "right" major'?
What career options should I consider with my present major?
What kinds of internships should I be looking for?
Should I consider graduate school?

Sign up for an Assessment Workshop today at Academic
Advising and Career Development, Wilson 301, x 6555
The CAREER AND UFE PLANNING COURSE
Offered in the Fourth Block (March 15-April 29)
Investigate your interests and learn career planning skills!!!
BIS 200 SECTION 401
BIS200 SECTION 402
BIS 200 SECTION 403
BIS 200 SECTION 404
BIS 2O0 SECTION 40S
BIS200 SECTION 406
BIS 200 SECTION 407

CAREER Sr UFE PLANNING
CAREER & UFE PLANNING
CAREER A UFE PLANNING
CAREER & UFE PLANNING
CAREER 8r UFE PLANNING
CAREER & UFE PLANNING
CAREER 8c UFE PLANNING

TUESDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
THURSDAYS
MONDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
TUESDAYS
THURSDAYS

3-4SO

iaio-12
2-3-.SO
S:30-7:20
6-7:90 .
6-7SO
S-6SO
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March sparks consciousness, debate
MARCH, from page 1

"I'm here to give back to the
people that got me here," Brown
said.
At the end of the march, students and faculty members participated in a discussion about the
state of African-American life in
the United States.
Discussion ranged from historical figures like Booker T.
Washington to modern social
problems both locally and in
inner cities.
Also discussed was a recent
Center for Equal Opportunity
study that claims African-Americans and other minorities are
given preferential treatment in
admissions to 10 Virginia universities.
"The data in The Breeze is primarily based on SAT scores,"
said Byron Bullock, associate vice

president of student affairs. "If
you look at GPAs, they're more
equal."
Akiba Byrd, a graduate assistant at the Center for Multicultural Student Services, discussed
education as a tool of empowerment.
"Education is a privilege," he
said. "Once we start thinking
education is a right, we become
apathetic."
Another topic of interest was
that of change, and how JMU students can make a difference.
"We may come from different
backgrounds and we may have
been taught certain things about
different cultures, but this is the
time in our lives to leam about
the world and to form opinions
about life," Brown said.
Davenport agreed. "It's
important to use this time to
interact with all different types of

people," he said.
Some were surprised and
somewhat disappointed with the
turnout.
"I'm here to keep my honor
and integrity," Jones said. "There
were people that signed up and
didn't show and I wanted to
thank the people that didn't sign
up and showed up anyway."
About 80 people had signed
up to participate, Jones said.
The majority of discussion
centered around changes people
said they think needs to be made
at JMU.

"I would like to see students
become activists again," Byrd
said. "Students can become
activists for their own movements."
Brown said, "Different cultural backgrounds don't interact and
we need to reach out and try to
bring everyone together and end

time for students to practice comsegregation on this campus."
Byrd addressed segregation in municating and learning about
a bigger picture. "That's going to each other.
"Perfect practice makes perbe something everyone has to
work on," he said. "Those are fac- fect," he said.
Byrd and Davenport also
tors that go beyond JMU and
reflect how things are in our offered suggestions on ways stuoverall culture in the United dents can make improvements at
JMU.
States."
"People should get involved
Davenport described JMU as
with
student organizations and
a training ground for interaction
events
around campus," Byrd
among people.
"Who knows who you or any said. "You should just show up at
other student will be working for events, you never know what
or supervising," Davenport said. will spark a change."
Davenport said, "Students
"It's important to use this time to
interact with all different types of need to be willing to team about
others. Dialogue is extremely
people."
"As we get more diverse, important between students as is
we're going to have to change the interacting and learning about
manner in which we communi- people," he said.
"Knowledge is potential
cate with the students," he said.
power,"
he said. "I see a lot of
"It is important that the campus
bright
students
in this room who
embrace diversity."
Davenport said now is the can make a difference."

JMU loses friend in Godwin Suspect
ed governor again,
this time as a Repubeffective governor, and he was," lican.
Carrier said. "There was no end
Carrier remembered a time during
to the positive things he did."
By the 1960s, as governor, he Godwin's first term
was the progressive architect of when he and Edith
the state's first sales tax, the god- Carrier hosted a
father of its system of 22 commu- reception for state
Republicans when
nity colleges.
"Governor Godwin was a bril- the Carriers still
liant politician and a visionary resided in Hillcrest
leader," Carrier said. "His pas- and he invited Godsage of the sales tax made it pos- win.
"He was a Demosible to finance higher education crat then and the
in Virginia."
[Republicans got
For more than a generation, he upset," Carrier said.
was a vital figure in the political "'Just wait!' I told
transition of Virginia from domi- them, he'll become a
nation by a tightly knit organiza- Republican some day
FILE PHOTO
tion based on rural courthouse . . . and he did. But
Former Gov. Mills Godwin signs the bill officially changing the name of Madison
alliances into a modern era in both parties liked College to JMU in March 1977 while l» then-JMU President Ronald Carrier, SGA
which media savvy, issue identifi- him."
President Mike Anestos and Atthea Johnston, an original faculty member, look on.
cation and urban and suburban
Virginia Gov.
"We had a great relationship,"
named for the former governor
voter appeal determined elections. James S. Gilmore III
Carrier
said. "He and Mrs. God"He was a master at working (R) ordered state and federal flags and his wife, Katherine, and was
win
were
special friends to me
the
first
building
to
be
completed
an audience as a speaker and a in Virginia to be flown at halfand
Edith
over
the years. It was a
during
Carrier's
tenure.
staff
for
30
days
to
honor
the
formaster at the legislative process,"
great
joy
to
know
him."
"His
bonds
allowed
us
to
mer
governor
for
whom
JMU's
Carrier said.
build
Godwin
Hall,
so
we
named
Godwin
Hall
is
half-named
for.
As a Democrat, Godwin was
Godwin Hall was authorized it after both of them," Carrier
chief executive from 1966 to 1970,
The L.A. Times/Washington Post
by
the
Virginia General Assembly said.
but the Virginia Constitution pronews service contributed to this
Carrier
said
he
remembered
when
Godwin
was
governor.
It
hibits a governor from succeedreport.
was
completed
in
1972.
It's
Godwin
fondly.
ing himself. In 1973, he was elect-

JMU, from page 1

POLICE LOG, from page 2
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a JAC card from a
desk of a resident in Blue Ridge
Hall on Jan. 29 at 2:30 p.m.
The resident's room was left
unlocked and unattended. The
JAC card was eliminated from
the system by the Card Center.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a Sony tape/CD

player from a van parked in front
of Chappetear Hall on Jan. 30 at
1:43 a.m.
The tape/CD player is worth
$70.
Disturbance
• A non-student guest in Hillside
Hall allegedly caused a
disturbance by sending an
inappropriate e-mail to a resident
of HBtekte on Feb. 1 at 121 a.m.

The
non-student
was
instructed to leave campus.
Failure to Control Guest
• A JMU student host was
judicially referred for failure to
control a guest in Wayland Hall
on Jan. 31 at 2:50 a.m.
• JMU students were judicially
referred for failure to control their
guest in Hillside Hall on Feb. 1 at
1:21a.m.

Harassment
• A case of harassment in a
residence haB on Jan. 31 at 3:39
p.m. is currently under
investigation.
False Fire Alarm
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly pulled a fire alarm in
Potomac Hall on Jan. 29 at 11:14
p.m.
The haB was evacuated.

arrested
inUREC
theft
SUSPECT, from page 1

ther charges, Shifflett said.
Shifflett urged students not to
let their guard down, despite the
arrest. "Diedre is not responsible
for every crime at UREC," Shifflett said. "We're still working on
other cases."
Students should use the
resources UREC provides to
secure items, Shifflett said. He
also advised students against
taking valuables into UREC.
Since police are still investigating, Shifflett couldn't release the
method by which Bookman's
crimes were discovered, but said
the method involved would be
revealed in court proceedings.
Bookman is scheduled to
appear in Rockingham County
General District Court on Feb. 11
at 2 p.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly pulled a fire alarm in
Potomac Hall on Jan. 30 at 1:54
a.m.
The hall was evacuated.
Number of parking tickets issued
between Jan. 25 and Feb. 1:
1045
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 27:82

.
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Bean There! Done that!
Looking for a great job? Have design or sales experience?
The Breeze is looking for

Advertisement Designers & Executives
Cover letter, resume & clips are due MONDAY at 5 p.m.

Looking
for the perfect match?
CHEAP
Need a place to live next year?
Lookingfor roommates?
Let us solve the puzzle for you.
4 bedroom apartments
for 4 roommates

540-432-1001
1191 Devon Lane
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SGA, from page 7
resolution that would have supported
including U.S. History in the curriculum
of all bachelor's degrees.
SGA Secretary Austin Adams said the
Senate felt it was better to provide no
opinion than to take a stance on an issue
students are still unsure about
The bill proposing the curriculum
addition is sponsored by area representative Delegate Glenn M. Weatherholtz.
Conrad said he hopes addressing
these issues in person will show legislators that students are enthusiastic about
having their voice heard.

solving these weaknesses," Meyer said. "I
look forward to recruiting the graduates."
Dan Ryan, a guest speaker who is
the corporate vice president for Science
Applications International Corporation,
said, "Part of the excitement for me
stems from my understanding of how
security is important to the country and
the state of Virginia."
To close the program, a press release
was launched over the Internet through
PR Newswire announcing the new program to the metro D.C. Area. Rose,
Meyer and Ryan pushed the button
simultaneously to send the release.
Mark Poole, desktop manager and
potential candidate for the MBA program,

11

bills CARE raises awareness

Also at the meeting. University Center
Director Dave Barnes spoke about the
new format for freshman orientation.
Entering freshmen will attend a oneday orientation over the summer that will
focus primarily on academic advising,
Barnes said.
In addition, freshmen will move in
to their residence halls on the
Wednesday before classes begin in
order to hold a four-day orientation
program prior to the start of classes on
Monday, Barnes said.
• The new senior class secretary is
Catherine Thompson.

MBA degree introduced
MBA, from page 3

Monday, Feb. 4, 1999

attended the event. "I am very excited
about it," he said. "I think it is a great
opportunity for JMU to provide competitive employment in today's marketplace."
Interim CISAT Dean Charles Reynolds
said, "The interesting thing for me is that
information security is one example of out
nation's need to offer ongoing education to
its work force.
"So, the big challenge for higher education is how we are going to deliver education to people where they are now. We have
to go to them. It will deliver education needed by the work force where they are."
Currently, JMU has one traditional MBA
program, which is also aimed at working
professionals, and there are no undergraduate classes in information security.

CARE from page 5

Julie Lane bellowed the voice of good reason, while the voices of Amanda
Wergzyn and Stephen Dee echoed
Danielle and Jack's consciences.
The skit explored both sides of the situation, one ending in rape and one ending in a small kiss on the cheek .
Next, sophomore Stacey Leonard presented a monologue entitled, "John"
which expressed the anger one might feel
when raped by someone they love.
In Leonard's performance, her character asked, "What was it about me that
made you hate me so deeply and so completely that made you want to make love
to me?" she asked.
She shouted, "I did not love it, I hated
it... I hated it!"
"The Dark Playground," a New York
Times Magazine story by Daniel Voll was
read by Perry while junior Jill
Ruppersberger and senior Danny Williams
acted out the story of a young man dealing
with his girlfriend's attack and rape.
"How does a man respond to dating a
women who was raped?" Voll asked.
In this skit a man goes to the crime scene
with his girlfriend and together they recount
each horrific moment together — making it
a place that reminds her of their new love
and not the horror it previously held.
At the conclusion of the evening a skit
entitled "I Have Survived" was presented
by CARE members; senior Melanie
Langit, sophomore Pam Riker, junior Jill
Longnecker, junior Tammy Roney, senior
Heather Sheets and senior Julee Hart.

Wild tkir^S \r-« kikf>j>«t\it>7.

"I have survived," they shouted.
"Have I survived without hope, without
dreams, living in this hopeless desperation? I have survived, but I've been
denied all that is good."
The CARE organization began six
years ago when a group of students
approached the administration to provide
more help for rape victims.
Under the advisement of Hillary
Wing, coordinator of the Sexual Assault
and Substance Abuse Prevention, a core
group of four student runs meetings, a
telephone hotline 24-hours a day from
Thursday night to Monday at noon and
has presented programs such as, "Every
Second Counts" for the past three years.
The helpline operators are trained as
advocates, not counselors, Wing said.
They help direct students to Wing, the
hospital or police, accordingly.
"I think people walked away with a
greater understanding," Hart said.
"I thought it was very effective. The
information was given out very sensitively," said Fern Seiden, assistant coordinator for the office of sexual assault and substance abuse prevention.
More than half of the students in
attendance were completing a GHTH
100 Wellness Passport requirement.
"I thought it was really powerful. It
was a lot better than I thought it would
be," freshman Allyson Connell said.
"The^slide show and statistics
grabbed my attention and the skits
were very good," freshman Kristen
White said.

c
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"To the press a/one, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
xuhicli have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The bouse editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board at a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Courtney A- Crowley. . . editor ,
Manny Rosa . . . managing editor
Kelly L. Harmon ... opinion editor
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Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no mote than
800 words, and both will he published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
"Die Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m Friday.
The Bntte reserves the right to edit for clarity
,
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
teftect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University,

Police panel: Students should step u]
What do you get when you
More recently, SGA President are serious about this, we shoull
have college students in Tim Etnry filed a complaint with at least meet them halfway,
a small town and police HPD alleging an officer used
SGA has since revived th|
in a small town? If it's JMU stu- "extremely abusive, harassing process and seeks applicants fc
dents and Harrisonburg Police, and unconstitutional behavior" the panel again. The panel hope
you've got problems. We're not while responding to a complaint to have meetings starting in mic
blaming either side individually Jan. 22.
February, according to the Feb.
In between all of these out- issue of The Breeze. We tend tl
for the problems. We just need to
bursts of frustration, SGA and wonder if anyone will actuallj
admit that there are problems
and find a solution.
apply this time Let
'SGA and HPD are on the right hope
so because the pan«'
It seems like the Student
can't meet if it doesni
te^^*%$- track>but ** UV to the student masses have any participants.
Here's what we propos
ing to fix some of the problems
fa «# m fa fa JGm\ destination. "
that exist — or at least work
°
to all students (not jus
on them. However, what is
those with a history
completely disheartening is that HPD worked together last semes- run-ins with HPD): Step up to t
SGA isn't getting any help from ter to form a police relations plate and help fix these problem
those who are complaining about panel that would foster open dis- HPD and SGA obviously are ma
alleged police misbehavior the cussion between students and ing strides to mend relationshi
loudest: JMU students.
police. They invited students to and fix the problems that exis!
The animosity between HPD apply. You know what happened? and to steal from "Jerry Maguire
and students goes back longer
Nobody applied!
help them help you.
than any of us have been here.
This is appalling. In a school
Get out there, have your voic
But in the last 18 months, stu- where we, in our capacity as heard and make a difference. TI
dents have become even more party-attending students and not more students on the panel,
hateful toward police after inci- newspaper people, hear grum- greater the chances are that so
dents on Harrison Street in blings about alleged police behav- of these problems can
September 1997 and an incident ior, we think those who hate resolved. SGA and HPD are
in which students accused the police should put their money the right track, but it's up to t
HPD bike force of alleged brutali- where their mouth is and try to student masses to get us to t
ty in October 1998.
act responsibly. If SGA and HPD final destination.

Topic: Should JMU use Affirmative Action as a factor in admissions?
"They definitely
should, because most
minorities come from
different economic
levels, so their
educational
experiences are
different."

SPOTLIGHT

LEIGH ENNlSJcontributing photographer

Kevin Chambers
senior, SCOM

"In some institutions.
Affirmative Action is
needed, but here at
IMU I would hate to
think I got in just
because 1 filled two
quotas."

Princess Barksdale
junior, management

"fas. There are too
many white people,
and that lessens
diversity."

Tom Fienche
senior, English

"1 don't think JMU
should use Affirmatr,^
Action. Each person
should be
independently judged^ |
on his or her talents."

Christina Hennigan
senior, history
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What does Social Security reform mean?
The current debate over Social Security should attract JMU students' attention
The nine-digit number on your JAC
card signifies more than your existence at this university. It also represents your stake in Social Security, one of
the biggest and most successful government endeavors in history.
This program, which takes up a fat
chunk of the federal budget, is designed to
protect you and your family from the perils of old age/death and disability. That the
words "Social Security" have recently
pushed through the endless white noise
surrounding impeachment is heartening,
but most young Americans are still
unaware of the problems that face the program and their implications for the future
of our generation. Unfortunately, the
Beastie Boys have not yet taken a position
on the issue.
The problem with Social Security is that
it faces an "actuarial imbalance" for the
next 75 years. Around the year 2030, there
will not be enough money to pay for the
benefits provided by current law. We
know this because teams of pointy-headed (and probably evil) bureaucratic nerds,
using cautious assumptions about national economic performance well into the
next century, have determined it with
their calculators.
Unless you are a student employee of
the university, you should find the
acronyms RCA or OASDI on your pay-

check, and you will find that 7.65 percent
of your first $68,400 in wages has already
been deducted from your take-home pay.
Your employer matches this percentage,
but economists (who rarely agree on anything) agree that you effectively pay the
full amount via lower wages: Most of this
percentage goes
to finance the
old-age and disability benefits
that you will be
entitled to after
— Walter
working a few
years.
If you retire at age 65, you will receive a
monthly check based on your contributions to the system as a worker. If a sudden
disability renders you completely unable
to work, you will receive.benefits no matter how old you are (once you become eligible). If you die, your spouse and any
dependent children are also entitled to
your benefits plus something extra.
The average monthly payout for oldage benefits, which are protected against
inflation, is between $700 and $800 for one
person. It's not much, but for many elderly
people it is the only thing keeping them
out of poverty.
The reason Social Security is in trouble
is that the "baby boom"generation will
retire shortly, swelling the ranks of benefi-

Breeze Reader's View

Darts A Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT
Dart...
A "you're-so-disrespectful" dart to the person
who allowed the American and Virginia flags to
remain on the flagpole in the rain on Monday.
Sent in by a student who doesn 't understand how
someone could be so disrespectful to our nation and
state.

Pat
A "we-appreciate-your-guts" pat to the sisters of
Delta Delta Delta sorority who reclaimed our stolen
composite.
Sent in by grateful brothers of Kappa
Sigma fraternity.^,. ,
,-,,,..,

ciaries. Eventually, the ratio of workers to
recipients will be smaller than ever before.
It looks like Congress will get down to
discussing Social Security reform this year.
Most republicans and some democrats
advocate privatization of the system,
under which money would divert from the
traditional program into personal accounts
that would be
invested in the
Hearne
stock market.
Proponents
argue that a privatized system will provide far greater
retirement income than the present one.
The problem with privatization is that it
would widen the projected imbalance and
workers would have far less security. If the
stock market collapses, your retirement
savings are gone and the government
would have to step in to save you from
"market failure."
Privatization advocates are promising
returns on investment as high as 9 percent. But if the Social Security
Administration is correct, the same projections for economic growth that spell
trouble for Social Security make a return
this high impossible.
Stock prices are already outpacing corporate profits, making it likely that the

Pat
A "you're-the-true-ROTC" pat to Leslie, the
female Ranger who did her job and backed me up
Saturday night at the Busta Rhymes concert.
Sent in by a security volunteer who appreciates
the dedication and "grace under pressure" that she
possessed all night.

Pat.
A "I-can't-thank-you-enough" pat to the
wonderful woman who works at Taylor Down
Under on Tuesday and Thursday mornings.
Sent in by a student who doesn't know how she 'd
make it through the day without your smile and
blueberry bagels.

market will eventually undergo what
economists call a "correction" — you mean
I lost my money? Yes, that's correct.

President Clinton propose that a portion of the program's trust funds — more
on this in a bit — be invested by the government in order to shield individuals
from these risks. As The Breeze pointed out
in its Jan. 25 house editorial, such a measure would raise conflict-of-interest concerns that both liberal and conservatives
should seek to avoid.
The potential financial benefits of collective investment, which are doubtful,
are far outweighed by the enormous
hassle in shielding the funds from political manipulation.
Social Security currently collects far
more in taxes that it pays in benefits,
resulting in the aforementioned trust
funds. These funds are invested in
Treasury bonds that earn interest and can
be redeemed at any time. Sounds good
right?
Here's the catch: The money that the
U.S. Treasury receives from the sale of
these bonds is used to finance government
programs. Ultimately, Congress has to pay
the money back — with your taxes. If you"
hear someone say "there is no trust fund,"
this is what they mean. To top it off, the
see SOCIAL SECURITY page 15

Pat.
A "you-cheered-up-my-evening" pat to the
female trombone player who was practicing outside
the Music building Sunday night.
Sent in by a passing student who applauds both
the talent and confidence you demonstrated in your
outdoor performance.

Dart...
A "start-paying-rent" dart to my roommates'
boyfriends who are in our apartment constantly —
watching TV and eating my food.
Sent in by a girl who didn 't sign a lease that said
she agreed to live with freeloaders.
/

Pat.
A "thanks-for-being-a-good-samaritan" pat to the
girl who left a note on my car after she saw
someone hit it outside of PC Dukes Saturday night.
Sent in by a student who will eventually be able
to get the dents professionally banged out thanks to
your random act of kindness.

O
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
JMU Faculty member disrupts basketball games with jeering, insults; poor
role model for students
To the Editor
For two years now I've remained silent about a situation at JMU basketball games. However, I can't remain
silent any longer. A Saturday night basketball game several weeks ago was too much for me — I feel I must
speak out.

Across from my family's seats, a JMU faculty member
has increasingly gotten out of hand with his jeers, catcalls, put-downs and humiliations aimed at the JMU basketball team. Actually, at one particular player.
Previously, his heckling has been aimed at the coach, as
well as this same basketball player. Each game he seems
to strive for better ways to humiliate and embarrass this

player. When he does this, it's extremely loud, then soon
his coterie around him joins in the heckling. He knows
and delights in the fact that it upsets me and others
around him.
I am a JMU graduate as are my children. I'm very
proud of the student athletes who work hard and strive
to give the audience an exciting athletic event.
I almost didn't renew this year, and at least tried to
find other seats because I can't stand to see young people
put down like this.
Again, this is a faculty member! He reflects badly on
the faculty and staff and serves as a poor role model to all
around him and to students in attendance.
To mis person I want to say — Why do you buy tickets if you are just coming to harass players? These are
young people and they need your support. What must
you be like as a professor if this is how you get your pleasure?
It saddens me to see grown men act like schoolyard
bullies. Please reconsider why you attend basketball
games.
If it's only a place for you to vent your frustrations, let
someone else have that seat who comes to support the
team instead.
To the JMU Dukes — bravo. You are a delight to
watch. You have my wholehearted support.
Jean H. Simmons
JMU alumna

Social Security
reform vital to the
well-being of elderly
SOCIAL SECURITY

from page 13

government does not include interest payments on these
bonds in the official budget. The "surplus" that Clinton
wants to use to "save" Social Security partly exists
because of Social Security.
The only way that we are going to "save" Social
Security for ourselves is through some combination of
benefit cuts and payroll tax increases.
While this route is the most sensible, it also presents
serious issues of equity and raises the possibility of a
potentially nasty intergenerational conflict.
Beware simple solutions. If it sounds too good to be
true, it is. Reforming Social Security will involve tradeoffs,
and some of them will be painful. Our generation is likely
to incur a large burden for keeping this program intact. If
we act now, however, this burden will be far more bearable and evenly distributed.
Hopefully, younger and older Americans can reach a
solution that is acceptable to all. In order to ensure that
our interests are acounted for, however, our generation
must become active in this debate now and not later.
Walter Hearne is a graduate student in public
administration.

The Breeze Opinion section.
Be an inspiration for the minds of others.
Call x3846 to get your thoughts out there.

pros ft enttftl
Wuit £>taff
September 16th marks the official celebration of Dr. Rose's inauguration as the 5TH
president of JMU. A 60 person wait staff will be rewarded handsomely to serve the
elegant inaugural dinner to Dr. Rose's honored guests.
;

INFORMATION MEETING
Tuesday, February 9 at 7:00 p.m.
in Mrs. Greens (Basement of Chandler Hail)
ALL JMU STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
Be prepared to fill out an application at the information session. If you are unable
to attend, please call Collin Jones at 568-3775 or stop by his office at Ent 2/3
of Gibbons Hall (across from Let's Go).
'■■
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Sawhill hosts unique exhibit
'The Ability of Art'features works by nationally acclaimed artists
ATIE PLEMMONS
kIVcontributing
writer
The Sawhill Gallery's current
exhibit, entitled "The Ability of
Art," has an unusual, intriguing
focus. "The artists in this exhibit,
like all artists, have a common
desire to express themselves and
the will to make art," said Stuart
Downs, Sawhill Gallery Director.
"In addition, these artists have
something else in common: all
are persons with disabilities. The
disabilities of the artists range
from developmental to psychiatric levels," Downs said.
The works in this exhibit are
from the ground breaking exhibition Pure Vision. This version
of the exhibition is made possible through the generous cooperation of the Margaret Bodell
Gallery of New York City.
"The Ability of Art" offers a
variety of themes, symbolic elements and media. The works
range from realism to abstraction. This show encompasses
a wide range of aspects
pleasing to viewers.
Downs expresses that the
artists' diabilities should not be
the primary focus of the exhibit.
He said he hopes viewers of the
exhibit understand the artists
should be seen as artists first and
foremost; the fact that they are
people with disabilities is secondary.- Downs poses a good
question concerning this aspect
of the works: "What mental
processes is any artist involved
with that makes that artist different from someone who is not an
artist," he said.
All of the artists are intriguing, and some are even famous.
Sanford Winslow of Connecticut
has been in the Boston Phoenix
and the Boston Herald, on the
internet and on CNN. His work
is currently being exhibited at
the American Visionary
Museum in Baltimore, and it is a

STEVE CL\SS/conlribuling photographer

Ricky Hagedom's "51 Chevy Panel." Hagedorn has an interest in aviation and cars which he documents with an Instamatic camera.
His work has been exhibited at part of the "Wind in My Hair" exhibition at the American Visionary Museum in Baltimore.

narrative of Winslow's "struggle
for order amongst chaos," as
stated in a press release.
Winslow's scratchboard piece
that can be seen in the Sawhill
Gallery is an "intensely detailed
iconographic narrative revealing
[his] struggle with life's dualities
and a preoccupation with hell,
death and spirituality," a press
release reports. Winslow's work
is particularly interesting
because it quotes 3 variety of
philosophers,
including
Shakespeare, Sartre, Herman
Hesse and even Billy Idol.
Joseph
Copeland
of
Bridgeport, Conn., is another
artist who has enjoyed a taste of
fame. Copeland uses cardboard
and other forms of packaging
materials, and painstakingly creates large-scale working replicas
of building machinery such as
cranes and trucks. Many of the

pieces are equipped with secret
panels that contain drawings
and engine parts. He has also
invented his own companies
such as "Richard's House
Wrecking Corp," and "TASA,"
his own rocket ship fleet.
Copeland's work was recently
featured
in
Sculpture
Magazine and in "The Wind
in My Hair" exhibition.
Community agencies have
aided in bringing about the
exhibit and have enabled the
artists to express their talents.
Some agencies offer no systematic artistic instruction (emphasizing freedom of choice as an
essential element), while other
agencies provide studio facilities
and instruction. Connecticut
Valley Hospital's Creative
Vehicle for Humanity is a program that not only enhances and
promotes talent among mentally

disabled artists, but it also provides patients with the
opportunity to exhibit and
sell their works.
■ •„
Another agency. Grassroots
Arts and Community Effort
Project (G.R.A.C.E) provides
workshops that promote selfteaching and therefore are not
like conventional art classes.
G.R.A.C.E.'s mission is to
discover, develop and promote native talent in northern Vermont.
Many artists represented in
"The Ability of Art" are the beneficiaries of the opportunities
given to them by the agency.
Dot Kibbee, a regular member of G.R.A.C.E.'s community
workshop since the 1980s, enjoys
an unusual style of painting that
features heavily patterned renderings, imaginary landscapes
inhabited by snakes, butterflies

turtles and tiny people. Kibbee
describes the action of painting
in a press release. "I don't really
know what I'm doing, but know
it is good when my heart starts
bearing fast and my face gets all
hot and red," Kibbee said.
The works in "The Ability
of Art" themselves are not
terribly unusual; it's the
artists that are intriguing.
"You can go into a contemporary gallery in New York City
and see similar works by other
artists," Downs said. But the difference is that these artists have
overcome challenges that others
will never understand.

SEE ART'S ABILITIES
WHAT: "The Ability of Art"
exhibit
WHERE: Sawhill Gallery
WHEN: Through Sunday,
Feb. 7.

The last dance; senior dancers sent on their way
CRYSTAL SMYTHE
contributing writer
The graduating senior dance majors of
JMU will put on a show entitled "Send
Me On My Way" on Friday and Saturday.
The Senior Dance Concert, sponsored by
the School of Dance and Theatre, is completely student produced, choreographed
and run presenting the work of each
individual senior. Each year, seniors
put on this type of show as a way
for the dancers to say farewell to
their years at JMU in their own indijal styles.

This year, they strive to celebrate each
others habits and ideas as well as their
final times together dancing at JMU.
"After dancing together for four years,
we have gotten to know each others
moves really well," senior Stacy
Pfeifer said.
The nine seniors who represent this
year's graduating dance major class
include Jessica Pyatt, Leslie Beatrice,
Tiffany Wilson, Tracy Hutchinson, Sue
Ginel, Stacy Pfeifer, Melissa McDonald,
Stefanie Quinones and Jenny Browder.
The show will consist of an individual
piece choreographed by one of the nine
. sanJOES^ as Wpll flf ?rinal piflrp lhaLwill be

a compilation of the choreography of all between two people; from struggles
the seniors. The performance will to celebrations."
The second piece is "Scars," choreoinclude dancers who are not seniors,
however, the choreography and /graphed by Pyatt. "[The piece is] an
organization of the show comes exploration of emotionally driven movements combined with classic dance techstrictly from the seniors.
Individual pieces will include some niques," Pyatt said.
"Fever," choreographed by Wilson,
solos, some duets, some having multiple
dancers, unique costuming, multiple will include African dance styles. "[The
dance styles, classic techniques and select- piece conveys] a craze; a heightened
ed music for each piece. The dancers have emotion or activity; intense agitabeen preparing for the show all year.
tion," Wilson said.
"Bound but not Attached" by
The first of the nine individual pieces
will be "Straddle the Fence" choreo- McDonald is, according to McDonald "a
graphed by Hutchinson. She describes her
piece as "an exploration of the relations
see SEND page 19
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not your typical company...
In the very near future, you're going to hear a lot of compa-

7-r

nies saying many of the same things. They'll claim they're innovative,
exciting, different. The only way to truly tell if a company is different is
to learn about their culture.

v_V ^

At Capital One our culture will shock you. At first glance, we
may look like a $7 billion financial services company. But our dynamic culture is using high-tech marketing to innovate thousands of new

V

products in lending, telecommunications and beyond. From day one
we challenge our associates to create and drive initiatives for improvement which may fly in the face of conventional wisdom. We believe
that a fun work environment, where you're encouraged to have a full
and active life outside of work, makes for more productive associates.
And, with more than 1,000 associates participating in our volunteer
organization, we continually search for ways to give back to the communities in which we work and live.

\\v_

\ h

Please drop your resume
with Kathy Schuler in the
Academic Advising and
Career Development office by
February 9th for MIS and
Data Analyst positions.
Interviews will be held
March 18th.
Capitol One promotes a drug-free workplace and is an equal
oppurtunity employer dedicated to diversity in the workplace.

Capital ()nc
vwwv.capitalone.com
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'Send them on their way'

SEND, from page 17

personal reflection of memories and relationships." Quinones' piece "Stages" will
"embrace the concepts of dependence and
independence," Quinones said. Following
a short intermission, "Blink" by Pfeifer
will reflect her battles with insomnia.
"Numb Enough" choreographed by
Beatrice, is based upon "constant numbing movement and insomnia," Beatrice
said. "Elizabeth's Aria" will follow, choreographed by Browder, and the final individual piece will be "Trickling Down" by
Ginel. Her piece will explore the ideas of
"developing, maturing and becoming a
fixed image," as inspired by her photography class.
Upon completion of the individual
performances, a final piece entitled "The
Artist's Way" will compile the work of all
nine seniors in a humorous and unique
way. The dancers plan to mock each others' styles at this point, as well as sum up
the performance and end of their times
here at JMU. Pyatt describes the performance as "a happy time, but also kind of
sad since [our] final performances together have come." The show will display
some of the best choreography from the
JMU dance program's seniors.

"SENIOR DANCE CONCERT'
WHEN: Feb. 5 and 6 at 8 p.m.
WHERE: Godwin Hall Studio 355
TICKETS: $3 with JAC at the door

MEGHAN MONTGOMERYAratf photographer

Senior Tiffany Wilson performs to the dance piece entitled "Fever." The piece incorporates African dance styles and can be
viewed with other performances at the Senior Dance Concert on Feb. 5 and 6.

Civil action gets great reaction
BRENT BOWLES
Breeze film critic
Based on Jonathan Harr's best-selling
non-fiction chronicle of personal injury,
lawyer Jan Schlichtmann's crusade to
prosecute two enormous conglomerates
for poisoning the water of a small
Massachusetts town, "A Civil Action" is,
simply put, a model of fine writing.
Adapted and directed by Oscar-winning
screenwriter Steven Zaillian, the film is a
slow, emotionally benign, yet splendidly
executed courtroom drama whose cast is
sullied only by a leading man woefully
lacking in the versatility to successfully
carry off such a pivotal leading role.

Zaillian should be commended above
all for his brilliant condensation of Harr's
labyrinthine book into a streamlined
script of impeccable scene construction
and timing. Easily one of the most
assured writers working in film today,
Zaillian's credits vary from films of
uncommon
clarity
of
vision
("Awakenings" and Steven Spielberg's
"Schindler's List") to slick commercial
ventures ("Clear and Present Danger"
and "Mission: Impossible"), but his presence is always felt in moments of crystalline precision of tone* organization, and

most importantly, dialogue. For "A Civil
Action" Zaillian also serves as director,
his sophomore attempt following the sublime "Searching for Bobby Fischer,"
which he also wrote.
Director Zaillian succeeds here only
because he understands his own screenplay, the elegiac emotional mood it projects, and shoots the film accordingly.
Filmed in somber blues and grays by cinematographer Conrad Hall, "A Civil
Action" seems in fits and starts depressing, but more often, and strangely
enough, quite exciting.
The story centers around the moral
rise and fall of ambulance chaser
Schlichtmann played by John Travolta,
who defies all expectation and financial
sense by relentlessly pursuing W.R. &
Grace and Beatrice Foods, two companies
whose factories, he and victims allege,
dumped toxic chemicals into the water
supply of Wobum, Mass., resulting in a
startlingly high rate of illness and death in
the small, blue collar community.
Leading the charge is Anne Anderson
(Kathleen Quinlan), one of a half-dozen
frazzled parents who suffered through
the loss of children to leukemia and other
maladies. Schlichtmann, at first rejecting
their case as merely unsubstantiated suspicion, soon sees for himself the environmental damage the factories cause, and
leaps at the potential boon of tackling two
billion-dollar companies (according to
Schlichtmann's narration, the goal in
these civil actions is to settle out of court).
As suspected, Schlichtmann eventually
becomes* Woburn's legal eagle, sending .

his practice into ruin, alienating his partners, losing his comfortable, upper-class
lifestyle, and ultimately failing to bring
ariy kind of conviction.
While this doesn't seem like the makings of a movie deemed "exciting,"
Zaillian the writer crafts a screenplay that
continually intrigues while Zaillian the
director populates his film with one of the
best casts of last year. There is outstanding work in "A Civil Action" from fine
character actors, including Tony
Shalhoub, Dan Hedaya, William H. Macy
(especially good as the firm's financial
adviser), James Gandolfini, Stephen Fry,
John Lithgow, Sydney Pollack, an uncredited Kathy Bates, and Golden Globe-nominee Robert Duvall. As the W.R. & Grace
attorney, Duvall is calm and graceful,
crustily amusing and very cautious in
precisely what each expression and
nuance in his performance reveals; this,
folks, is good acting. With a supporting
cast this superb, one would think Travolt^
would at least look good, and he does, but
not without stumbling at far too many a
crucial point.
As Schlichtmann, Travolta indeed
delivers a steady performance. He understands the character, but the problem is
that his snidely chiseled features don't
allow a great deal of room for necessary
variables. As an actor Travolta can play
black and white; but just as his frustratingly one-sided performance in Mike
Nichols' "Primary Colors" damaged the
film's satirical precision, Travolta's work
in "A Civil Action" never quite gives the
> audience an emotional hook.on which to.

latch. Since we can't perceive any inner
turmoil in Travolta's blank expressions,
there's no way to comprehend just how
Schlichtmann is affected by this case, and
thus his ministrations become dangerously ineffectual. The tone of Zaillian's film,
exuded especially well by Danny
Elfman's delicate but slightly off-kilter
music, helps to alleviate some of the burden from Travolta's incapable shoulders.
Zaillian does not, however, go to the
route of the usual rah-rah underdog
courtroom drama, with grandiose melodramatic gestures and soaring music. So
in "A Civil Action" the audience is thankfully left to fend for themselves (although
the inclusion of Talking Heads' 'Take Me
to the River" over the closing credits
seems in poor taste). The film is so well
written, however, that even if the unfolding drama isn't quite as dramatic as the
filmmakers hope, the brilliance and subtlety of its construction is enough to marvel at.
"A Civil Action" doesn't exactly move
at a crisp pace either, although Zaillian
graciously cut the film from 155 minutes
after its Christmas Day premiere. But
when you have a cast working as hard as
this one, and a writer-director working at
the peak of his formidable talents, it's
hard not to find a truly excellent film in
their wake.

"A CIVIL ACTION"
RATED: PG 13
RUNNING TIME: 113 minutes
SHOWING AT: Valley Mall
Cinemas
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Granting wis
JMU Student Wishmakers lend a i
Story by contributing writer JULIE BOERNER
here's nothing like the life-long dream, because of the help of Sigma Nu's 66power of a wish." That hour marathon called "Hoops for Kids." Sigma Nu,
is the national slogan along with many other JMU students, made Greg's
embodying the true sig- dream a reality.
The brothers of Sigma Nu saw him off at the airport,
nificance of the Makebidding
him good luck in meeting the woman of his
A-Wish Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated to fulfilling the dreams. They also greeted Chris and his family when
they arrived at the airport after their trip.
dreams of children
Fletcher reflects on this experience
with life-threatenwhich
has made an impact on his life.
ing illnesses or con"You
wonder
if you really made a differditions.
ence
at
all.
Then
you see the light in their
The Make-a-Wish
eyes
and
that
priceless
smile and you
Foundation began in
realize
that
it
was
all
worthwhile,"
1980, in Phoenix, AZ,
Fletcher
says.
with the help of a
Robyn Barber, volunteer coordinator for
courageous seven yearMake-A-Wish of Richmond and Western
old boy named Chris.
Virginia, supervised much of this project.
Like hundreds of thouShe emphasizes how important it is to
sands of children
give children like Greg a chance to forget
around the world, Chris
their illnesses. "Sometimes, the treatwas diagnosed with
ments that the children receive are worse
leukemia. Throughout
then the actual illnesses," she said. "By
his illness, his family
granting these children's wishes, Makefought hard to keep him
A-Wish distracts the children from these
healthy and happy. Chris
often
painful
and frustrating treatments, even if only
had always dreamed of being a police officer,
for
a
while.
It
gives the kids a chance to focus on the
but realizing his disease would not allow him
positive
things
they are doing, instead of on the illto live to adulthood, he felt he was forced to
nesses.
It
is
just
another way to get their minds off of
give up his dream before he could even begin
their
physical
conditions
and give them hope for the
to follow it.
future."
With the help of his family, friends, and the
After Barber's extensive work with Sigma Nu, she
Arizona State Highway Patrol, Chris's lifetime
dream came true when he rode in a police car decided to raise interest in even more JMU students
and tagged along with the highway patrol for an
entire day. One day in a police car and his dream
came true. That's how easy it was.
For that day, Chris forgot about his illness. The
world was a place he could reach for his dreams
no matter what. And Chris lived out his dream;
just in time. A mere four days after Chris' fantasy
came true, he passed away.
The glow of Chris' smile when his wish came
true inspired his family and friends to help children everywhere reach their dreams too. In Chris'
memory, the Make-A-Wish Foundation was created
to begin a world of enchantment for children
around the country according to a Make-A-Wish
Foundation brochure.
Today, the Make-A-Wish Foundation has granted
more than 50,000 wishes. The organization has grown
to include 82 chapters, including two in Virginia, and
more than 13,000 volunteers nationwide, according to
their web site available at http://www.makeawish.org.
This past year, students at JMU joined the cause to
help grant wishes for children locally by forming a
JMU Student Wishmakers club.
JMU's involvement in the Make-A-Wish Foundation
began in September when junior Keith Fletcher, president of Sigma Nu, and his fraternity took interest in
the organization. Sigma Nu raised more than $2,500 to
send Greg Lyle, a 14-year-old boy from Augusta
County to Disney World.
Greg had been diagnosed with a rare brain disease, ,
and his wish was to rneet,Snow White at Disney
World Greg did get to meet Snow White, fulfilling his:
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;hes
smile to area children
ER
around. This past September, Barber and her niece,
sophomore Jenny Barber, held an orientation to begin
JMU's first Student Wishmakers Club. Junior Kathryn
Barker was elected as president, and the group has
already become an officially — accepted club of JMU the first ever Student Wishmakers.
The main responsibility of Student Wishmakers is to
fulfill the wishes of children living in the Harrisonburg
area. Under direct supervision of Make-A-Wish, each
Student Wishmaker completes two sessions of training
in order to become an official "wish-granter."
After the students have become certified wishgranters, Make-A-Wish sends them packets with the
names and contact information of area children
whose wishes need to be granted. Student
Wishmakers then use the money they have
raised from fundraising to make these kids'
dreams come true.
Barker says the main difference between Make-AWish and Student Wishmakers is that, "We are a lot
closer in age to these kids than the other adult volunteers, so they can really look up to and relate to us."
During periods when there are no wishes to grant in
the Harrisonburg area, Student Wishmakers are busy
educating the public about their purpose. Recently
Jenny Barber spoke about the importance of their
organization at the Women's Club in Waynesboro.
Barker says she strongly encourages JMU students to
get involved in a club that offers a great way to help
out the community.
Stanton Thalhimer, development director of MakeA-Wish in Richmond and Western Virginia, a chapter
that has granted more than 600 wishes, encourages

college students to be active in
service projects.
When asked if he would recommend students get involved
with
the
Make-A-Wish
Foundation,
Thalhimer
responded, "I encourage everyone to get
involved with any form of philanthropy, not just
Make-A-Wish. Students can certainly volunteer here
and their work will be much appreciated, but they
should get involved with whatever kind of philanthropy they enjoy. The ability to give back to others is
something to be valued more than anything else."
Thalhimer remembers the first wish he ever granted.
In December 1998, a little girl named Mary wanted to
visit Disneyland more than anything. She even
believed it was the only place that existed in all of
California. Not only did she get to travel to Disney
land with her family, but she also visited another
theme park, Knottsberry Farm, seeing, in fact, there
were other places that existed in California.
Thalhimer remembers how amazing it was, not only
to fulfill Mary's dream, but to open her up to a whole
new place she never knew existed, all through a little
bit of help from a few caring philanthropists who
worked to raise money for her dream.
"I believe that giving back to children is the future of
this country," Thalhimer asserts. He has experienced
the possibilities that can arise with simply the
help of a few volunteers — after all, he has seen
dreams come true.
One of Barber's favorite memories was helping a student who wanted a computer more than anything.
One day while he was receiving his regular treatment
for his disease, Make-A-Wish surprised him with a
knock on his door. When he opened the door, he
found a brand new computer for him.
Barber remembers how grateful he was for the computer, and recalls him thanking them over and over
and telling them that he did not get sick at all from his
treatment that day because he was so excited about his
new computer.
Despite the health record of children involved,
Barber reminds everyone that Make-A-Wish is not
an organization about giving up hope. It is simply
available to grant wishes, and then to watch the
children grow.
Instead of dwelling on life-threatening illnesses,
Barber says, Make-A-Wish focuses on happiness,
through fulfilling kids' most treasured dreams. And,
most importantly, she reminds us all, as the National
Slogan of Make-A-Wish says, "There's nothing like the
power of a wish."
Barker agrees. "It is wonderful to have the power to
grant one wish for these children when they are experiencing such difficult times," she says. "There is no
better feeling than knowing you made a difference in
just one person's life."
In March, the Make-A-Wish month, Student Wishmakers
are planning a week's worth of events to gain even more
interest in their club, both with the ]MU students and
the residents of Harrisonburg. An orientation is tentatively scheduled for Feb. 15 to recruit more members to
help out with future projects.For more information about
Student Wishmakers contact Kathryn Barker at 574-4635

PHOTOS: (clockwise from top loft) (l)Junior Keith
Fletcher, president of Sigma Nu, with Greg Lyle, a 14year-old Augusta County boy diagnosed with a rare
brain disease. Sigma Nu raised more than $2,500 to
send Greg and his family to Disney World. (2)
Members of the Sigma Nu fraternity pose with Greg
during their "Hoops for Kids" fundraiser, a 66-hour
basketball marathon which enabled them to raise the
funds needed to grant his wish. (3) Greg takes a shot
during the event. (4) At Disney World, Greg excitedly
poses with Pluto, making his dreams come true of
meeting Disney characters.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF KEITH FLETCHER
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The "BIG" Deal
Any 12" MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

This Valentines Day
say it with flowers!
(order soon!)
433-7789

Making it easier everyday!

Call for more information.
Have you visited our Web site,
www.FTD.Com/Rainbow Flowers

Valley Center
243 NeffAve.
behind Valley Mall

Print Advertising

!%**«%* 1*
Because it works

something

Limited number of brand new lownhomes
available fur fall 1999
Two story living with all bedrooms upstairs and
all living areas downstairs
Approximately 1500 square feet
4 bedrooms and 2.5 baths
Huge eat-in kitchen with all appliances including
a microwave and garbage disposal
Full-size washers and dryers
Living room and den or great room combination
Patio or deck with private storage facility

Exclusive telecommunications network offered by
NTC Communications featuring JMU Ethernet
connections, phone and cable access in each
bedroom
Adjacent to Purcell Park and walking trails,
basketball courts, tennis courts, recreational
fields and picnic areas
Convenient to grocery stores, convenience stores
and restaurants
Only one mile to JMU
* More than 4 parking spots per a townhome

Now Building & Selling Phase Ifor fall of 1999!

i

Call 801.0660 or 877.266.7786 today!f
Write a fetter
to the editor at
'Tile 'Breeze!

From JMU take South Main St. and turn left on Rocco Ave. just past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater. On Rocco, turn
right after the Pheasant Run sign and proceed straight ahead on the gravel road to the sales office.
On site sales office open W-Sat., I6-5PM, Sun. 10-2PM, and by appointment.
iMiimiu
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LINDSAY MMitVasxisianl photo editor

Bg Maddox holds the> JMU record for most yards passing in a game and is third on the JMU all-time career touchdown list with 34. Maddox Is also third on the JMU
reer total offense leader list with 4,721 yards. In each of Maddox's three seasons, he has been among the JMU leaders in completions.

B Maddox leaves JMU football
^SON McINTYRE & SETH BURTON
\enior writer and sports editor
|For the past six years, Greg Maddox has been a startquarterback wherever he has played football. After
ting with JMU head coach Alex Wood last week
vever, that has suddenly changed.
Iln a shocking move, the Fairfax native was informed
I Wood that he had been moved from the position
ere he threw for 11 touchdowns and 1,856 yards in
►8 to wide receiver.
'No one's as surprised as me," Maddox said last
it. "I just took it as he's trying to run me off the team,
so obvious. I'm a three year-starter here and I can't
fcn be the fourth string back-up?
["I would maybe understand if I could play there
receiver]. It's physically impossible for me to play
ie receiver. He might as well move me to tackle."
Iddox said.
|The move to wide receiver would seem questionable,
[Maddox is 1,620 yards away from breaking Mike
fley's all-time JMU passing records of 6,482 passing
is and just nine touchdown passes away from
/ley's mark of 42 career touchdowns,
laddox holds the JMU game record for most yards
sing.
"It's just Alex's style," Maddox said. "He didn't realell anybody. It's my opinion that he's trying to get
I off the team. I could try to stick around and try to
ftt it, but if he wants my scholarship then he's got it,
i won."

Maddox will graduate this summer after completing
his final credits in summer school.
Wood left a message on Maddox's answering
machine last Wednesday saying he was looking forward
to talking to him. He dropped the bomb in a meeting the
next day.

Why now?1justdon't understand
why he didn 't explain it to me. He
doesn \ understand
»
why I'm mad
Greg Maddox
Former JMU quarterback
"Why now?" Maddox said. "I just don't understand
why he didn't explain it to me. He doesn't understand
why I'm mad. He should at least understand. He thinks
he's doing the right thing and maybe he is. Maybe it's
for the best."
Wood would not elaborate on his comments that the
move was made in the best interests for all involved.
Since Wood has taken over the program in 1995, not
many things have turned out for the best for the JMU
football team. The Dukes have slipped from an 8-4 playoff team in '95 to last season's 3-8 debacle. It is a record

that doesn't sit well with Maddox and has apparently
upset many members of the team.
"It's obvious that this program is going downhill
ever since he got here," Maddox said. "I don't agree
with what he's doing."
Sophomore Andy Carson, a one-time JMU scholarship wide receiver who quit the team following the
Maryland game this season, also expressed his displeasure with the program.
"I feel sorry for some of the guys that have to deal
with Wood," Carson said. "He is absolutely running this
program into the ground."
According to Carson, over the past two years 35
players have either left the team or been kicked off.
A probable JMU starter for 1999, who requested
anonymity, said, "I don't agree with anything Coach
Wood is doing. He's just trying to run [the program]
into the ground before he leaves. Moving Greg to wide
receiver is like moving [running back] Curtis Keaton to
punter."
While Wood has not named a starting QB for next
season, there are three likely candidates to take over the
position Maddox has held. Freshman Chris Paquette
saw minimal playing time last season. Redshirt junior
John DeFilippo could also see time.
"I'm looking forward to a fresh start," Paquette said.
"We want to make a new start with a clean slate and try
to take advantage of the opportunity."
Another quarterback vying for the top position is
redshirt freshman Jason Thompson.

ukes beat Richmond to end skid at three
FTH BURTON
orts editor
ie JMU women's basketball
experienced a bit of an
knsive explosion Tuesday
ft at the Convocation Center,
tie Dukes snapped a three
! losing streak in beating the
fersity of Richmond 83-74.
[83 points scored by JMU was
1 above their season average
• loinifiHiriUI

of 59.3, as junior guard Mistiza
Colebank led the barrage with 19
points, tying her season-high.
"We were converting," JMU
assistant coach Ina Nicosia said.
"We got scoring from a lot of different places, and we were converting a lot more in the post."
Four Dukes finished in double figures, a statistic that has not
appeared in the JMU box score
nearly enough this season.

"We've had a little bit of a
problem scoring," Nicosia said.
The Dukes didn't have a
problem taking it to the hoop
against the Spiders in the second
half. JMU scored 51 second-half
points as senior Kish Jordan
scored 17 points and pulled
down nine rebounds while
senior Hope Cook recorded her
second straight double-double
with 10 points and 10 rebounds.

Senior Shirlence Archer was the
other JMU player in double figures with 10 points.
The Dukes cannot afford any
lulls this Friday night as they
host the 12th ranked team in the
country, the Old Dominion
University Monarchs.
"That will be a good test for
us," Nicosia said about a chance
to upset the perennial CAA
Champions. JMU was the last

V.V/V, . ,, , i ,i,> i untiiMMMM/iiiwiudiii i * < n »i i it

CAA team to defeat ODU nearly
four years ago on Feb. 19, 1995.
Since then, the Monarchs have
won 74 straight CAA games.
"We're confident," Nicosia
said. We look at it as a chance to
upset them. We're going to have
a great crowd and we're looking
forward to having them come in
here and knocking them off. We
always play better coming off of
a win.
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Beginning on...
Friday, February 5,
7:30 pm
Women's Basketball VS. #12 Nationally Ranked ODU
Game sponsored by

and then on...
The Breeze

Saturday, February 6, 7:30 pm
Men's Basketball vs. UNC-Wilmington
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ay: Should he stay or should he go?
\One more year for the Bronco's
\two-time champion quarterback
I guess I will admit it, I don't like
[change. I still have issues with the fact
that my mom rearranged the living
room and placed the TV. on the opposite wall and moved the couch to the
other side last year. It's weird. I still
have a Larry Bird poster circa 1987 in
my room, I just like it. I almost publicly
wept at Camden Yards when Cal Ripken decided not to play.
Some things are just meant to be.
Kind of like the way John Elway was
meant to quarterback the Denver Broncos.
I know Bubby Brister did a capable
job earlier in the season, but the fact is
that the Broncos are Elway's team. In
my eyes, they always will be, which
means all this crazy talk of Elway retiring are quite possibly ridiculous.
Elway can still play the game. He

title, with his arms around the Vince
Lombardi Trophy. As he announced
after the game, he wasn't ready to
make up his mind right then, but could
it have been the fact that those hands
that cradled the trophy felt like they
could

Gimme a
Minute
— Seth Burton

shredded the Atlanta Falcons Sunday,
winning an MVP award he rightly
deserved. Maybe I'm selfish, but watching Elway conduct a team on a scoring
drive is like watching The Fonz grab a
date for Saturday's hop; so smooth and
easy that it seems natural.
I've heard all the dignity stories
about going out on top. That it is better
to leave as the best, that way you will be
remembered as the best. How Jordanesque. The fact is, Elway could play
next season and still go out as the best
QB in the league.
However, I don't believe leaving the
game as the best is necessarily so important to Elway.
He has a chance to leave the game as
a football immortal. No one has ever
won three Super Bowls in a row. No
one. Not Bart Starr, not Joe Namath, not
even Joe Montana. Elway has that
opportunity.
Not only does he have that opportunity, but with the Broncos retuning 20 of
22 starters, that opportunity is not such
a long shot. Elway critics will argue that
his legs are shot, the AFC is getting better and of course, he should retire as a
champion.
The problem is, how can a compe*'
tor such as Elway, a man who had been
portrayed as the quintessential loser for
so long, suddenly step away from the
game when he has this opportunity in
the palm of his hand? If he had made
that step last season, after winning his
first title, it would have been a brave
and noble gesture.
Obviously, he did not and now he
should, and probably will go for broke.
If Elway wanted to retire, he very easily
could nave done it after winning the

we're not exactly talking about Willie
Mays running after fly balls in Candle
Stick Park here. The Broncos may lose
in 1999-2000, but it won't be because
another quarterback could have taken
them to the promised land.
Besides I fear change. It makes me
feel kind of old that Lawrence Taylor is
in the Football Hall of Fame. I remember watching him play for the Giants
too.
And I remember Elway. Elway out
of the shot gun in his orange jersey and
blue helmet, stomping his foot as he
took the snap and dropping back with
his tongue sticking out just a little bit to
the side.
I remember Elway on the quarterback draw against the Falcons, stretching over the goal line for the score that
locked it up for Denver.
I know that he can do it again. And
I know that even if he doesn't win it
again, his image will not be tarnished.
He'll still be a two-time Super Bowl
champion.
Besides, I can't take that much
change at one time.

Elway should be like Mike and
go out at the top of his game
I was terribly disappointed by the
Super Bowl — the commercials, the game
itself and the post game festivities that
included NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue practically begging Super Bowl
XXXIII
MVP John
Elway to
come back
for another season.
The
commercials I can
forgive, for
at least I
now know
the Budweiser
frogs were
only reading from
the script
the whole
time and
that you
can have
your Bud
Light and
your toilet
paper too
—
just
request
paper
instead of
plastic.
The game?
It's always
atrocious,
well,
except for
the New
York
Giants
slipping
by the Buffalo Bills
when JMU's own Scott Norwood missed
the that now-infamous field goal — so
I've come to accept that.
However, why in the world would
Tagliabue even bring up the retirement
issue during the MVP presentation? Has
the mart lost his mind? Elway should go.
There is no reason for him to stay. He got
the monkey off his back and has won his
two Super Bowls.
Now, instead of going down in history
like Dan Marino as the best quarterback
to never win a Super Bowl, or the number
of countless other quarterbacks (Doug
Williams or Mark Rypien anyone?) who
got lucky and had a good team lift them
to the Big Game, Elway can go into Canton as a winner. Nobody will take care to
think of him as a loser or a Super Bowl
choker any longer. (I will, though. Elway
will still go down as the loser of the most
lopsided Super Bowl even a 55-10 loss to
the San Francisco 49ers. Don't you ever
forget that.) He's the real deal, the man of
steel. But he's the OLD man of steel, so
now he's kind of like rusted sheet metal
with a glossy coat of Rust-O-leum hiding
the fact that he's working on legs that
• ••«r<«--'
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could give out at any time.
I've never been an Elway fan. That's
the NFC chic in me. But Elway is undeniably one of the best quarterbacks in NFL
history, and if he can do anything to favorably seal his own greatness, it's stepping
down now when he's on top. Walk away.
When athletes walk away on top, their
places in the hearts and minds of fans, and
their place in history tend to get viewed in
a more favorable light, distorted even.
Instead of just being looked at as an athlete
who was good but played too long, those
who have the self-control and presence of
mind to step down take on mythic proportions in some instances, j
What do you think of when you hear
the names Jim Brown and Sandy Koufax
(and now Michael Jordan)? How about
Dan Marino, Robert Parish and Paul Molitor?

From the
cheap seats
—Courtney A. Crowley

Brown and Koufax are legendary.
Their career stats for such comparatively
short careers were terrific. Amazing ball
players. Brown could run through any
line, his determination and talent on the
field was unparalleled. He was an incredible running back, but was he the greatest
ever? Maybe, maybe not. Some will say
Walter Payton, or even Barry Sanders, is
the best running back in history.
However, more often than not, when
the question is who's the best, the answer
will be Brown. Payton had better numbers
than Brown because he played more seasons, but Brown walked away in his
prime. Accordingly, those who say Brown
is the best (here's where the mythologymaking comes into play) can always say,
"Well, if Brown had kept playing, his
numbers never would have been
matched."
Same thing with Koufax. Did he have
the most wicked curve ball ever? Possibly.
He was on course to win more than 300
games when he retired. There are a good
number of left-handed pitchers that have
won more games than Koufax, but the
consensus is that he was the best... all
because "he could have broke all the
records if he had played longer."
Looking back on the athletes after their
careers if they are wise enough to step
away from the limelight when it's shining
, brightest is like my grandpa's bear story.
By the time I heard the story (the 50th time
around), he had been up against a 1,200pound grizzly bear in the vicious woods of
Alaska with nothing but a tree limb to
fight it off. The first time I heard it, he was
awakened by a bear cub smaller than his
canteen.
You just tend to think they were
greater man they were.
*....:...,
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Prepaid Digital PCS Phone Service
All the advantages of digital, all
paid up and ready to go!
NO Contract
NO Deposit
NO Monthly Bill
NO Credit Check
NO Activation Fee
NO Waiting

Valentine's Day

Get the clarity and privacy for only
.35 per minute You also get free
voice mail, call-waiting and 3-way
calling. Local calling area includes
Harrisonburg.Staunton,
Charlottesville, Lexington, Roanoke,
Lynchburg, Blacksburg, and
Winchester.

It's right around the corner, and we've got
the gifts that could save your life!

Shopping.com
Your source for Back-to-School Everything1
Sign up for a Maximize?
Account lodayl
- dm !•»« Mill

Shopping
.com

"t«L

Build your own Website
of Shopping.coml

» sw^ssr

600 University Blvd., Beside CosrCo
432-6353
www.intelos.com
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500 Minute Pre-Paid

Phone Cards
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Some restrictions apply See store for details.
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Music CDs
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All Billboard lop 40 CDs only
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Sports Nutrition

Unique Opportunity
to live in a luxury loft apartment
only found in Hunter's Ridge
call Monica Now
434-5150

$39*9
sun
Opnmun Nutrition

Mega Fat Burners mm
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Water polo swims into 2
'Overly aggressive game of soccer in the water' makes waves at UREC
MELIA TABER
contributing writer

1

Ask any male athlete at JMU
what sport they're into, and you
will most likely receive the traditional responses: football, basketball, soccer and the like seem to
dominate the sports scene. But if
you talked to any of the 20 guys
who frequent the UREC swimming pool every Sunday
through Wednesday night, you
might get an unexpected
answer: water polo.
Although they're less wellknown than the football players,
the members of the UREC-sponsored intercollegiate club practice hard all year.
"We work hard, we love to
play hard too," co-captain Brett
Burnam said. "It's a chance to
play a highly competitive sport
and have a lot of fun."
Co-captain Mike Lemker
added, "A lot of people don't
understand what water polo is."
Since the entire club is student run, the captains stress that
people are more than welcome
to join.
"Before joining the team this
year, I knew very little about the

AMELIA TABEMconiributing photographer

JMU water polo team members fight for the loose ball during practice. The Dukes travel to the University of North Carolina and the
University of Tennessee before hosting a tournament in Godwin Hall Feb. 20-21.

sport," sophomore Mike Kadish
said. "I've found it tough to play,
but a whole lot of fun."
The sport could be loosely

described as a combination of
soccer and rugby. Players use
their hands to get the ball into
netted goals at either end of the

pool. Since players aren't
allowed to touch the pool bottom at all throughout the game,
a lot of outside exercise is

required. A large part of practice
includes swimming laps to build
see WATER page 29
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irs|J>« SPECIAL'S
ONbAY - FR£I>6NLY $p.Sfr'
' AY**- llJVPBdfaE
V/«*
lAT'lLB. PRJvlEftIB
WrSUPER SALAD*
SQFFAllPASTAPKhteS

IFISAO' THEpA
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
DIXIE CHICEN - $7.99
EVERYDAY!

AFTER APRIL 10
THE PAPER & PENCIL
GRE IS DEAD
»©
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April 10 is the last paper & pencil GRE ever!
Call today to enroll!
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KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplan.coir:

*

AOL keyword: kapEan
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Summer Conference
Assistant at ./Ml)
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It takes you-and programs that work.
1 800 WE PREVENT
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Events and Conferences operations.
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, CLOSISG DATE: Feb. 26, 1999

We have lots of
tasty Vegetarian
Dishes, as well
>H
as Seafood, Beef,
and Chicken entrees*
Tpaditiont
Cooked the way
Vietnantei
you likel
Cuisine
ugon

So, if you are
tired of greasy,
deep fried food. • .

Come try our cookingl
We are open on Valentines Day I
(make your reservations for Feb. 1Q nowH

VV e (I n y s d a s (> - 1 I r'i (I ;■ >
9 r\
Sta I ii rd'aj
I- 12
S II n (I ;i \

Cosmic 10,-12
$6.00
Cosmic 10- I Country $ 8.0*0
Cosmic 1 2-2,
' $H>.00
Cosmic 9:30-11:30
$6.00

i lid

Weekday Lunch Buffet 11-2 pm
Mon. - Thurs.
_■
Antique Mall,
11:304:30 pm
SB H
„.'
UII7
Fri.Sat.
, ., _„_ Rolling Hills
11:30-9:30 pm HtOHm5750 Harrisonburg
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Water polo rides a wave of success
WATER, from page 29

up endurance for this "overly
aggressive game of soccer in the
water," as sophomore team
member Brian Wallenhorst
described it.
According to team member
Ted Bloss, water polo is "an integrated mix of swimming skills,
hand-eye coordination, underwater trickery and the intangibles of effort and ———
ii
love of the game."
Although 1997
was a breakthrough

giate Water Polo Association
(CWPA). In the spring season,
play is more casual. Colleges
across the nation hold invitationals, and teams compete in preparation for next fall's season,
always eying the conference
championship in November.
In fact, the team attended
their first invitational of the year
this past weekend, held in
Orlando, Fla. There they com-

We're constantly

season for the squad, improving every ,Jtime we
the team's record

•

.i

dropped as it rebuilt get in the water.

AMELIA T\HV.RJronlrihuiingphotographer

A defender on the JMU water polo team attempts to block a pass during practice. The team
competed against North Carolina State and Notre Dame in Orlando, Florida.

through this past fall.
With last year's graduation, the team lost
many of its older
players.
"We're a young team with
lots of first year players," Wallenhorst said. "But we're constantly improving every time we
get in the water."
With the team's exceptional
work ethic and confident attitude, the future looks good and
players remain very optimistic
for the spring.
The team's fall season consisted of competition in the MidAtlantic Conference of the Colle-

Brian Wallenhorst
JMU water polo player
peted against a variety of
schools, including the University
of Notre Dame and North Carolina State University. The team
will travel to the University of
North Carolina and the University of Tennessee this semester.
JMU will also hold its own
tournament in Godwin Hall on
Feb. 20 and 21.
The tournament is free of
charge, and the team encourages
people to come out and see what
the sport is all about.

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!

SOUTH AVENUE

UNIVERSITY
PUCE

PORT ROAD

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer'

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

• Individual Leases
Public transit at

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units

entrance to help you

•Ample Parking
gel to campus.
MADISON DRIVE

JMU
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The Place to Be!
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Tlie Breaie needs Vow!
Funny cartoonists please bring samples of comic strips *o:
The Breeze
c/o Graphics Editor
Anthony Seeger Hall*
basement

The Delta Chi Fraternity is
coming to JMU!

F.v<i\ iiin* ;i company mak<s
a product, they also use uur^\
and natural resources I vcrj
lime vou make .i purchase, you
could save some <>l that energy
and those resources. 'Cause
when you buy durable and
reusable products, there's less
to throw away. And less to
replace. For a Free shopping
guide, please call
l-800-CALL-EDF.

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS
SAVE MORE

♦ ♦»CttMM»M»M\V§.

The Delta Chi Fraternity is seeking men that believe in:
Friendship. Character. Justice. Scholarship
These words embody the principles which our members
strive to uphold. These are the same principles that inspired our founding over 108 years ago and will guide us
for the next 108 years.
Don't miss your opportunity to be a part of
something great.
«.

International Representatives will be on campus starting
February 7. For more information on becoming a Founding
Father, please contact Joe Burak at 888-827-9702 ext. 4002 or e-mail
at joeb@deltachi.com.
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ntramural Basketba
The Breeze would like to introduce the 1999 Pepsi 5-on-5 Intramural Basketball Rankings which is sponsored by American Express.
Every Thursday in this space, catch up with your favorite teams and favorite players. The Breeze computerized ranking system is a scientific marvel which this week has ranked teams primarily based on record. All rankings are to be viewed on a recreational basis only.
Rankings do not include last night's action.
— Compiled by Bobby Forst and UREC Staff
i flat Week's Intramural Highlights:
Wade Harrington of the Pi Kappa Phi "B'team lit up the
Sigma Nu "0"tearn with a nasty one-handed dunk off a
steal in the first half. Team Trouble over powered Chunky
Soup 93-31 as Fred Boyd and Jay Taylor led the way.
Ryan Ferguson helped Team Fleener pull out a 64-61
nail-biter over Austin 3:16. In Co-Rec action, Team Tammy
Lipsky came back to win with a spirited 10 point comeback.
Dave Scott of Team Shafty and Blake Fellows from the
Straight Guys engaged in a second half three-point
shootout, with Fellows coming out on the winning end. Nelson Pham from SA United put on an offensive display with
three three-pointers and some fancy passing as SA defeated APO, 63-17. Mike Lozier and Les Johnson helped
Team Enterprise defeat Def Squad, 62-52. Kevin Knight
was a huge factor as the Dawgs held on to beat the Corporation, 50-48. Kevin Sprirger hit his first career threepointer for TLF Attitude of the Co-Rec league.
Sign-ups for Intramural Walleyball begin Monday at UREC.

GrwK Top 10
Team
Pi Kappa Phi "A
PIRA-A"
3 Sigma CM "A*
AKL«B" %
Pi Kappa Phi B
SAE^
SAE-D" .4
Chi Phi "B"
SAE "B"
10) SPE "C"

Team

LosL

Mtecu
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Women'* Toe Rye
Won

13 Tri-Sigma
Alpha Phi
Eagle Hall

3
3
2
4 Grannemann's Team 1
5 AST
1

Lost
0
0
0
0
0

lie
Team
1
1
1

Wen's Independent Top;
Won

1 Taboo
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Digital
GMSM
IKE
Trouble
GLG't
Team Enterprise
ZC Ningas
Straight Guys
10 Team DebonAir
U SACS
12 Forgetaboutit
13 Team Fleener
14 SmrthTown Bulls
IS The Rhino
16 Dawgs
17 Rugby
18 CCM#1
19 Verbal Mode Squad
20 to Coque and Balzac

Hf

•UOOKco
JMU Bookstore Hours:
Mon.-Tues. 8:30a.m.-6p.m.
Wed.-Fri. 8:30a.m.-5p.m.
Sat.
I lain -Jp ni.
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James Madison University
Graduation Announcements
What better way to announce that special day but
with Personalized Announcements from NQP.
Each intricate design features your Name, Degree
and Major along with the James Madison
University Seal.
Also NQP also has a selection of accessories that
are just perfect for your graduation needs.

Order Dates

NATIONAL

February 9,10,11

QUALITY
PRODUCTS
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Olde Mill Village
located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 °

Lease now and get $50 back!
77?e Breeze
we/comes
you
to find out
on
BreezeNet

or
Get a Double Bed!
Also valid for renewals
Pedal on the level - //" hills to
climb or interstate to cross
Only four blocks to campus
Energy efficient heat pumps
Mini-blinds on all windows
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spaces
Pre-wired for telephone
telephone & i able outlets in

http://breeze.jmu.edu

Dciidbolt locks and door
viewers on all apts
No sliding patio doors
Well-lit parking lots and
walkways
Convenient bus service to
campus and the Valley Mall
Full-time management and
maintenance
Basketball court
Park at your apartmentnot bloi ks awav

• Exclusm \ I ('
Communications!Adelphia
package including:
• Individual accounts

• IMI' Network Access
(w/ Ethernet Cardi
• /."(.// (///(/ Long
Distance phone service
(free voice mail and

call waiting}

(540)432-9502

check cut our NEW v/obsite at-www.oldernillvillaqe.corn
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MEN'S GYMNASTICS

Senior Tim Bulleri captured second place in the vault and
the still rings at Temple University Sunday.
Bulleri finished second in the vault with a score of 9.30. He
was edged by Temple's Joe Martelli who compiled a 9.450.
Bulleri's 8.750 in the rings was second only to Temple's
Michael Moran score of 9.550. Bulleri also took home third
place in the pommel horse with a tally of 8.750.
Freshman Nick Blanton placed fifth in the high bars. Blanton
registered a score of 8.400.
Sophomore Woody Miller was ninth in the pommel horse
with a 8.200.
Bulleri was tied for fourth in the all-around competition with
Martelli. They each compiled scores of 51.10.
The Dukes host the JMU Open Saturday at 5 p.m. in Godwin
Hall. JMU's women's gymnastics squad is also in action this
weekend. The Dukes host the College of William & Mary Friday at 7:30 p.m.

' Fri. 2/5

m

Sat. 2/6

Women's basketball:
American* 7:30 p.m.
Women's gymnastics:
Wfcm&Nfay 730 pm
Wrestling:
at Norfolk Stale 2 p.m.
at Old Dominion* 7 p.m.
Men's Track & Field:
at Notre Dame Meyo
Invitational (Fri-Sat)

33

Sun.

Archery:
Alumni Shoot TrM
Men's basketball:
UNCW* 730 pm
Men's gymnastics:
JMU Open 5 p.m.

in

Mon. 2/8

Women's basketball:
at American* 2 p.m.

Men's basketball:
American* 7:30 p.m.

Home games in bold.
* denates conference game.

JMU

MEN'S

EfiSiceTEfiu

STATISTICS

\

JMU DUKES

MEN'S TENNIS
The Dukes won the spring season's opening match 6-1 Saturday against George Washinton University at the Monclair
Country Club in Montclair, Va.
JMU won the first five singles matches. Sophomore Luis
Rosado won his match against GW's top singles player Anders
Berkuist 6-3, 6-2.
Junior Tim Brown defeated Kent Wright 6-4, 6-3, freshman
Andrew Lux defeated Kevin Wright 6-1, 3-0, junior Jamey
Elliott edged Kinzie Wright 6-0, 2-6, 6-2 and senior captain
Brian Nelson defeated Michael Rozofsky 6-3, 6-1.
In doubles play, the Dukes' number two team of Nelson and
Lux defeated Berkuist and Kevin Wright 9-7 and Rosado and
Brown shut out Michael Stein and Kinzie Wright 8-0.
The Dukes take on West Virginia University Saturday in Lexington, Va.

Player

3-point
G-GS FG-FGA PCT. FG-FGA FT-FTA PCT. OR-TOT AVG A TO FTS.

Howard 20-19
Outtz
20-19
Perry
20-19
Atkinson 20-13
Lyle
19-15
Strickland20-13
Felton
14-1
Dicicco
3-0
Braxton 17-0
Childers 3-0
Johnson 20-1
Brown
3-0
Zanndam 2-0

07-259
97-240
94-215
57-134
62-105
44-85
14-33
3-4
17-47
2-3
18-37
0-4
0-4

,413
.404
.437
.425
.590
.518
.424
.750
.362
.667
.486
.000
.000

35-99
33-100
42-105
9-29
2-2
0-0
4-12
2-2"
4-18
1-2
0-0
0-1
0-1

JMU
Opp.

515-1167
507-1234

.441
.411

132-371
108-352

20
20

70-95 .737
84-113 .743
40-48 .833
56-75 .747
35-53 .660
26-62 .419
9-27 .333
0-0
.000
3-4
.750
2-2 1.000
3-8
.375
2-7
.286
0-0
.000
330-494
236-382

.668
.618

26-86
12-77
32-80
50-155
41-92
43-123
5-22
0-2
5-18
0-0
15-51
1-3
1-2

4.3
3.9
4.0
7.8
4.8
6.2
1.6
0.7
1.1
0.0
2.6
1.0
1.0

39
83
26
34
8
5
34
3
12
0
3
0
1

AVG

46 319
65 311
34 270
30 179
21 161
26 114
19
41
2
8
10 41
7
2
15 39
1
2
0
0

16.0
15.6
13.5
9.0
85
5.7
29
27
24
23
20
0.7
0.0

259-767 38.4 248 278 1492
283-753 37.7 253 289 1358

74.6
67.9

DELIVERY
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
till 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

$5.99
LARGE ANY ONE TOPPING

Day Buffet

Night Buffet

Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Monday - Thursday,
4% p.m.
|.ni-- 8:30 p.r
p_.m.

99L99

$3.99

w/ purchase of beverage
Must show JAC card

Mtl§
6 weeks, 6 credits as low as S2.700 (based on typical
costs of tuition, room & board, books, and airfare)

The Best Pizza in Town ... fmUw

433-0606

Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center

Term 1: May 24-July 2 • Term 2: July 6-August 13
www.outreach.hawaii.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

University of Hawaii at Manoa. Summer Session
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The Breeze to hire
1999-2000 staff

JMU's newspaper is currently seeking
individuals to fill the following postions
Editorial Staff

•

"

News Editors

Photo Editors

Asst. News Editor

Graphics Editor

Opinion Editor

Art Director

Asst. Opinion Editor

Sports Editor

Style Editor

•

Asst. Sports editor

Focus Editor

Copy Editor

Asst. Style/Focus Editor

Asst. Copy Editor

The deadline to apply for these positions is TODAY by 5 p.m.
To apply, submit a cover letter, resume and five clips to Courtney A. Crowley, editor.
Drop them off in the Breeze office in Anthony-Seeger Hall or mail them to:
The Breeze
MSC 6805
G-1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Questions? e-mail Courtney at crowleca
.
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Feb. 4) Travel is
important for you this ye .r, as is higher
education. It's going to be fun and easy, and
you'll know just where you want to go by the
end of February. In March, you'll figure out
how, and put money down on the trip if you're
wise. In April, finish off the payment so it's a
done deal, then wait until about August, at
which point you'll get the purpose for this
whole adventure. It could come to you in a
dream. In September or October, launch.
You'll be doing exactly what you've always
wanted, if you set this thing up right There is
a test in November. You'll pass it by being
more aggressive. In December, tell the truth.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21 -April 19) — Today is a
7 — Everybody seems to want to
tell you what to do today, and you
ought to listen. It looks like they
have excellent ideas. They can also
support you with a plan you've already got
going. Go ahead and pass the ball to the others
around you who can help. They'll be glad to
do that, and it'll make your life a lot easier.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a
^ ^^ 5 — The work that's been piling up
^ &\ can't be put off any longer. Look at
1/ the bright side. Something you're

doing today could be like money in the bank.
It might actually be money in the bank. You
don't get to spend it now, but it's nice to know
it's there and growing.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) - Today is a 5
— You love to be of service to
other people. You live your life so
that other people can be happy,
wealthy, healthy and even wise, but
it wouldn't really be too wise of you to do that
today — not if you still have to keep body and
soul together. Go ahead and let yourself be
generally rewarded for your efforts.

joys and successes. One of them will come up
with just the idea you've been looking for. It's
always easier to figure out somebody else's
dilemma.

Gemini (May 21 -June 21) — Today is a
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
6 — Somebody you thought you
is a 5 — Looks like people are
knew very well could surprise you
9" i yammering at you to produce
today, and this surprise is a good
results quickly. Take care not to get
one. Perhaps you could set up a
reckless. Now that you've put the
little surprise of your own. What does your
Libra (SepL 23-Oct 23) — Today is an safety precautions in, go ahead and race full
sweetheart really like? Dinner and a show?
8 — Today, you'll be able to talk speed ahead to accomplish your goals. If
On a Thursday night? Why not? Life can be a
people into doing just about you're smart, you can actually generate more
daring adventure, but it's up to you to make it
whatever you want. But take care. profits with less work, but to do it, you'll have
happen.
The same is true the other way to use your secret weapon.
around, too. In other words, the person you
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a love and admire will be able to talk you into Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is
5 — If you can scrape the money just about anything. Set a private place so you
a 7 — You're always looking for
together, you could make a good can follow through on those ideas.
| ways to stretch your imagination,
deal on a household item.
(f$y and you're always seeking new
Somebody else's dilemma could be Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
horizons to conquer, especially
your lucky break. If you're there with cash in
intellectual
horizons. You wouldn't mind
5 — People will be in the mood to
hand, you^could get it for pennies on the
talk today. With a few leading traveling a little today, either. You just want to
dollar. A little sleuthing is required. Start by
questions, you should be able to stretch your legs and your mind, and
letting people know all the things on your
find out whatever you want to everything else. Don't go too far today, unless
wish list.
know, and then some. Your local you can get tomorrow off as well.
neighborhood stool pigeons will be ratting on
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 7 — everybody else. Now that you know that's Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
People may not think of you as the likely to happen, show a little caution.
5 — Looks like your love and
intellectual type, but sometimes Somebody out there might be ratting on you.
maybe a little of your money could
you are, and this is one of those
bring out the best in others. Do it in
days. By doing a little reading on Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today
a way that encourages them to be
your own, you could finally understand what
is a 7 — Your friends are coming strong and not dependent on you. A
an expert is talking about. If you just get to
up with great ideas today, and contribution you make could multiply
where you can carry on a conversation with
they'd love to help with whatever exponentially. Don't make an investment that
folks in the know, your own expertise will
projects you've got going. So let makes you feel good. MaKe an investment
grow much more quickly.
them in on your predicaments, as well as your that produces results.
-Tribune Media Services
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children
Adrian seems to be coming to terms with
the status of his family. Adam finds Dixie's
exit video for Junior and tells Junior his
mother is dying. Dixie is horrified over this.
Liza searches for information on Dixie's
condition and Dixie telh her to back off.
Opal tells Palmer she has changed all the
locks on the doors at Corlandt Manner and
it doesn't look like he'll be going home

Another World
Marfey pleads guilty by reason of Jnsaniry
and Cindy tells Grant he is her addiction
when he grills her for the truth when Vicky
remembers she was involved with Mariey.
Vicky tells Jake only she can get close
enough to Grant to dfceover rf he's behind
Cindy's act Jake doesn't like this one.
As the World Tnrifc
Denise moves in with Big Ben when her
apartment is trashed and Sara Ruth is
stunned over this one. John tries to get close
to Carry, but that doesn't work. $K tries'to
get ctose to Jack instead and Brad says she
will never get hjm back, James discovers
Eddie living at Luanda's and agrees to
keep silent
The Bold and the Beautiful
Brooke gets Victor Newman to plant the

longest kiss in soap history on her and
Ridge goes postal. Taylor drags Ridge out
of the restaurant just as be was about to
deck Victor. Something tells me here,
Ridge and Taylor's night of baby making
was definitely sent down the tubes. Taylor
was horrified. Logan was thrilled and
Victor was just Victor!
Days of Our Lives
Greta dreams her mother is alive and back
in Salem. She tells John the dream was so
vivid and that she can't shake the feeling
that her mother is alive Austin hides Sami
in a cabin. He goes to see Carrie who was
just attacked in a parking garage. Austin
saves her. Dr. Woo discovers Vivian's
sensitive tooth and tells her it's probably an
infection. He does hair and nail samples but
can't diagnose anything wrong. He's about
to try something else when the music starts
corning out of her mouth again. Dr Woo,
Ivan and Celeste are all very surprised
General Hospital
Bobby tells Jerry Jax about Michael's true
paternity and swears him to secrecy. Tony
wants to endorse Dara to.raise his own
credibility, but be isn't gomithere. Nikolas
won't retain his status as heir to the
Gtssadine fortune because it doesn't really
belong to him and Aiejcrs gets Jax to help
her topple Cassadine Irxlustries. She wants
her share. AJ forces Jason to take a

paternity test but he files a refusal order.
Monica tosses her support to AJ and the
Spencer's and most of Port Charles are
devastated by the news of Ruby's death.

Guiding Light
thanks to Vanessa, Cassie discovers that
the baby Dinah was carrying did not really
belong to Han. Annie is determined to shed
her bright orange prison issued jumpsuit
and has plans to use Bill to get what she
wants. Harley continues to chat with Susan
secretly on her cell phone and Phillip
announces to half the town that Harley is
pregnant!
One Life to Live
Dorian pens a note that there's an
emergency at home and has it delivered to
Mel. Viki and Mel switch seats. Vfld gets
the note and Mel has Viki let off the plane.
Dorian waits for Mel, bet he never shows.
Viki gets word it was Mel's plane and there
are no survivors. Dorian refuses to believe
this. Max gives up on Blair and sells his 2
percent ofThe Sun to Asa. Bo and Lindsay
share a burger and some lonely
conversation. Nora continues to back ©JT
where Bo is concerned.
Port Charles

infomerciai at Scott's suggestion. Serena
tells Scott to just get Lucy back. Chris has
big plans to make Prank look like a small
time junkie to advance his own cause and
Courtney hates the closeness between
Karen and Joe. Frank plans a birthday bash
for Lark.
,
Sunset Beach
Olivia wants AJ to back off trying to find
what happened to her child and she tells
him she's in love with him. They make love
and she says she can't bear it if what they
have is anything like what she and Gregory
have. Meg and Maria agree only one of
them can be with Ben andGabi says a
tearful goodbye to Antonio-the man who
will always be in her heart

The Young & Ihe Restless
Nick tells Niki be wants a transfer because
he just wants to get away from Sharon. He
is still whining and doesn't believe that
Sharon will ever forgive him. Nina is
debgbted by Ryan's questions about her
newly discovered love life. Christine goes
to see Millie and assures her they will fight
for Cassie all the way. Neil tells Callie to
stay away from Malcolm if she cares about
him at all. Malcolm suffers brain seizures
after briefly becoming conscious, tben
slipping away again.

Lucy teams up with Scott to launch ber new
romantic dress line and she wants to do an
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We Offer Cable Hook-Ups In Every Bedroom.

Itma

Madltoa
UDivtnliy

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

_ Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

Stov 9v T'fie Commons, South View and Stone (jate <RentaC
rc
icesitor caff 43.2
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ACROSS
1 "Frimo'dishes in
Italy
7 Feminist Lucretia
11 Put in the fix
14 Power failure
15 Suffer
heartbreak
16 Period
17 Merchant
18 Ftomps in
wagons
20 Kkldy
21 Gauges
23 Sultry West
24 Stoltz of "MaskPR Wool
characteristic
30 Track events
32 Author of "The
Other
33 POW possibly
34 Cars
36 To wit
38 Bing and Donise
41 Answers
42 Trial separation?
43 More of a
wall flower
44 2 on the ptione
45 Sulky
47 Nigtit lights
51 Nee follower
54 Do in a dragon

55
56
58
59
62
64
65
66
6/
68
69

Disney dwarf
Staff signs
Open receptacle
Fancifully
depicted
Sex drive
New England
cape
I ife of niley
Made amends
Allow
Stepped on it
Carreras and
Pavarotti

DOWN
1 "M'A'S'H"
colonel
2 Goddess of
dawn
3 Having no
motion
4 Small boy
5 Elderly
6 Base for a letter
7 Gustav and
Bruce
8 Irish playwright
Sean
9 "Hallowed be
name.. .*
10 Ends
11 Coupon
presenter

12
13
19
22
25
27
28
29
31
35
37
38
39
40

Fuiy
Boastful talk
Actor McShano
Choir section
Discontinufi
Island. NY
Delta deposit
Comments
Biological
division
Boxer Mike
Sahl and
Drucker
Study late
Singer McEntire
7 fie west

M
o

A C S
C
D O R
Y
N I N O T C
T E T
A L
H U R T L E

41
43
46
48
49
50
52
53
57
59
60
61
63

Poem feature
Tried to buy time
Open a box
Unpigmonted
Pirate
Ecclesiastical
districts
Period
D-sliarp
Web location
Buddy
"_ Fine Day"
Put a lid on it
voyage!
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Keep HARMFUL salt off
your car this winter

MTflBlfUM

V

AMBke

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.

Protect the engine of your car as well
with an oil change every 3,000 miles

Army ROTC scholarships
pay off twice, with money
toward your education
and five weeks of nursing experience in an

lib
Behind the Valley Mall
next to Midas on Deyerle
Ave., off University Blvd

;.--

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

(540) 564.2625

For details, visit Bndgelorth Stadium South. Rm. 205
01 call 568-6264 or (800) ROTC-JMU

.*

SECRE1S OF
ANTLGRAVITY
BOY REVEALED!

MASSANUTTEN, VA—
Unidentified objects hovering
over the mountain. Frying disks
spotted at tlie snow tubing park.
Weird lights and excited
shrieks at night. Is this proof
that aliens are among us? No,
just proof that people are having a great time at Massanutten
Resort. With skiing, snowboarding, and snow tubing, it's
no mystery why we're popular
with visitors from all over.
Plus, all 14 of our trails are
lighted so you can ski right into
the twilight zone--and

Army hospital. Hundreds
of nursing students win
Army ROTC scholarships every year. You
can, too. Apply now!

IMPRII

onicl/

ID SPORTSWEAR - CLOTHING OUTLET

POLAR
FLEECE
VEST

beyond. Tb lesffn how you can
experience the Massanutten phecall now. Tlien start
your invasion.

POLAR
FLEECE
PULLOVER

UNIDENTIFIED
objects seen
flying over lie
mountain

SALE - $23.95
REG. - $49.95

SALE - $29.95
REG. - $59.95

Jackets, Rugby's, Fleeces, Polo's - $5 & up.
T - Shirts and Caps - $1 & up.

Turtlenecks. Sweats, etc. - $3 & up.
me mountain,
spotted at the.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA, UNIVERSITY BLVD.
MON. ■ FRI. 9:00 - 5:00, SAT. 9:00 ■ 1:00
PART TIME POSITION AVAILABLE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
3 days a week* 2 - 4 hours a day* PC* CoralDraw 8 software
INTERESTED? CALL 540-434-4240 - EXT. 102

-----
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR RENT
4, 0r S BR Units Available
Fi'irni'shed or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc; 5404339676.

J-M Apartments
434-1847 (9am 5pm)

3

3 Bedroom Townhouse, CantreH
Avenue - University Court. Large
deck, microwave, washer, dryer,
furnished. $250 • $270. 3
Bedrooms University Placa furnished, excellent condition.
$230 $240. July or August 1999.
5404328993.
Hunter'e Ridge LMimry Loit available June 1. 1999 through
May 31. 2000. $1.400/mo. No
waiting list. Call Jordan, owner/
agent at 564-1388.

1999 ■ 2000 Rentals
437 S. Ma»on St - water, hoi
waier. trash included. 2-BR Apt
$230 $250/person.
91. 97 Franklin St. - water, hot
water, trash included Hardwood floors,
lap ram. 38R Apt S250/pareorv

265 - 267 S. Liberty St.
TownhMMM - water included. 11/2
bath. 2-BR $550. Large rooms
227 - 229 Chicago Ave - 8
bedroom house. Rent one or both
sides. W/D. new carpet. 2 oaths on
each side. 4 or 8 people. $225/per»on.

CALL ANY TIME! 43*4800
Best Kept TownhoMM - Furnished 4
bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths, microwave,
a/c, pool, tennis, available August
1,1999. Call 434-3790.
OFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM
t Mt. view Heights
Hunter's Ridge Townhouses
Hunter's Ridge Condos
Madison Terrace
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
University Place
Gingerbread House
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
Country Club Court

Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
434-5150
EHO

Glris Needed tor House - on Old S.
High Street. Call Sarah. 5740868.
Spring Sublet - large bedroom with
private bath only $230. Located in
Madison Manor. Cal Jod. 574-3592.
U-Place Three Bedroom - two
bathrooms, furnished, water
included. 432-1494.
Spaces Available - in nice and
cheap 4 bedroom apartment. Call
Katy. 5740927.
Nags Head, NC - Get your group
together early. Relatively new
house in excellent condition, fully
furnished, washer and dryer,
dishwasher, central a/c. Available
May 1 through August 31. Sleeps
8, $2,200 per month. 7578501532.
Spring 2000 Sublet - 2 bedroom.
2 bath, unfurnished apartment.
$525/mo. First month's rent free!
Fireplace. Water and trash free!
4388045.

2BRapt. $400/mo.
or $200/person

Lace Wadding Sown - 5210
Modified Halter from Southern
Brides, never worn. Veil, shoes,
accessories originally $1,500:
asking $750, o.b.o. 4336286.

All apis, near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closest completes to JMU!
Owner/Manager

VW Jetta 1986 - 168.000 miles,
dark blue. 4-door, 5 speed, a/c,
AM/FM cassette. Blue book price.
$2,250; will sell for $1,500.
Complete service record available
*om 1988 when purchased. Has had
consistant maintenance including
regular oil changes. Contact
Danielle Torisky at office 5686579
or e-mail tonskdm@imu.edu.

The good apts. go first,
so come by and see us!

Barrecrafters Ski Rack - locking,
almost new, $50. Call 5461332.

3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person

Hunter a RMa>e Sublease - 1336L
for summer months. Call Randy.
4388335.
Unlverstfy Placa - 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, furnished, washer, dryer,
microwave. Lease 6/1/99 or
8/1/99 for one year. Bedroom
with private bath. $260; share
bath $240. Water free, no pets.
Deposit required, 433*822.
Room For Rent - Ashby Crossing,
price negotiable. Call Sean,
757-229-2717.
CoieCBPark Ajffcy Croaatng L210F
One room available immediately.
Clean, carpeted with a/c, full size
bed. Share bathroom with one
person. Water, sewer, and basic
cable included. Rent $255/mo.
Security deposit $75. Lease January
until August 1999. Call Ashby
Crossing at 5404321001 or Tara
at 5406620634.
Room Available In House - on
Elizabeth Street. Sub-lease
February - July. $225/mo. Call
5743456. ask for Cara.
Female Student Naedad - to share
quiet 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment.
4330890.
One Bedroom Apartment - down
South Avenue, available now. Call
4336507.
Female Graduate Students and
Female Upper Classmen ■ Rooms
with private baths, phone hookups, kitchen, living room, and
dihing room privileges. Utilities
furnished, except phone. Located
eight miles east of Valley Mall at
McGaheysville. Large spacious
rooms. Grandiose view of
Massanutten Mts. Five minutes
from ski slopes. Available now.
Call 5402988875.

FOR
Rocktown Brewers - Homebrewing
supplies. 52 E. Market St..
downtown. 432-6799.
1987 Honda Prelude - 5 speed,
$1,500. Good condition. 4320079.
VW Bus 1978 - New engine, new
brakes, new clutch, new tires.
Great bus! $1,600, o.b.o. Must
sell! 540-7404268.
For Sale - Waterbed mattress,
King, no motion - $200. Call
434-6697.
98 Rock EM SID - suspension
fork, light high end fork, $270.
o.b.o. Call Paul. 4349943 for info.

LOST & FOUND
Women's High School Class Ring last semester, found near Chandler
Hall. Call Steve, 4382379.

SERVICES
MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS

$1,500 Weakly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-7679,
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics, VCRs. TVs,
home and car stereos. PlayStations,
etc. Call Mike's Electronics.
4348800.
Cruise Ship Employment - Workers
earn up to $2,000+/month (w/tips
& benefits). World Travel! Land-tour
jobs up to $5,000 - $7.000/summer.
Ask us how! 517-336-4235,
Ext. C53252.
Summer Positions at Beautiful
Vermont Girls' Camp - Lochearn
Camp, one of the oldest & finest
private camps for girls, seeks
counselors/activity instructors. Visit
www. camppage. com/lochearn
for available positions or contact
18002358659.
Locheam@earthlink.net
Internet User? Online shopping
mall, pre-launch phase. Earn
money now, start career early. Call
Development Marketing, 8019857,
for an interview.

Open to All Major*
FRIDAY. FCT. 5. 11 JO a.m.and 12 p.m.
Showkor Hall, Room 221
Get rtal lite ajoerlenca this summer.

National DJ Connection - Great party
music since 1985! Call 433O360.
Custom Printed T-Shkts - Professional
screenprlnters since 1981.
Competitive rates. Free shipping.
Quick Turnaround. 800272-2066.
cultureworks.com
8.9 cents mln. Long Distance in/out of state, six second increments,
no line fees, no surcharge calling
cards. 18004769266.
Code 111036.
Fast Web Hosting - PWT offers plans
from $19.95 per month. You receive
20 email accounts, 90 MB storage,
24/7 tech support, and morel Call
438-3560 or 1-877-223-3560.
www. theburg. net/pwt. htm
Professional A Affordable Web
Site Design - PWT offers sites
from $65. Get your business online fast, advertise 24/7. online
store set-up. and more! Call
438-3560 or 1-877-223-3560.
www. theburg. net/pwt. htm
Computer Problems? PWT offers
special student rates. The lowest
gauranteed. and we come to you!
Call 4383560 or 1877-223-3560.

Free Radto ♦ $1,2501 Fundraiser
open to student groups &
organizations. Earn $3 - $5 per
Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info
or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 18009320528 x 65.
www. ocmconcepts.com
Summer Internships: All Majors
Travel, resume experience, career
placement. Average income
$6,994. Call Nancy. 4381603.
CM) Manager Positions - Work in
a great environment at a summer
community swim chjb m the Northern
Virginia area. Great experience
challenges you and prepares you
for future endeavors. Opportunity
for career contacts. Some experience
necessary. 703-323-9334.
$7 Per How Plus SUO I* Month housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina. (Nags Head). Call
Dona for application and housing
info, 800662-2122.
Earn $1,000 This Semasterl TASP
International is seeking a
professional and charismatic
student to assist in our Job
Placement Division. All work done
on campus. Exciting work and
great money. Only 3 positions
available! For info call Chris
Coutinho, 8008294777.

150% Lowest Price
Guaranteed!

uMin+mv.
cancun "-.OT
Jamaica .w
Bahamas </s?
EhrMa

INFO. SESSIONS

www. ru/rtonpaintar*. com

HELP WANTED

CANCUN
NASSAU
JAMAICA

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing '
business opportunities & work-athome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc..
at 1-800-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Panama City $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen next
to clubs! 7 parties! Daytona $149!
South Beach $129! Cocoa Beach
$149! spnngbreaktiavel.com
1-8006786386.

iSPRINGBREAK

Party with f he best!

■
I
l

Cancun Mexico
Montego Bay Jamaica
Negrtl Jamaica
Panama City Bch.FL
Daytona Bch, FL

ia*$4!9
ton $419
i«n$489
tc$!19
ion. $169

Call today! Spate it limited
1 «00 641 4849
mnwihltirrlieni
On Can ©us contact
Katie §
Christ
540-433-8189
540-SSS-7453

Blowout Allinclusive Specials!
Discounts Up to
$100!

T\»*3

CLASS Travel
800-838-6411
www. classt ravel, com
Spring Break '99, Panama City
Beach - The Boardwalk Beach ResortSpring Break Headquarters.
Packages from $39 per person.
Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela.
Host of Sports Illustrated Beach
Club. Call now! 1-800 224 GULF.
www.springbreakhq.com
Washington Spring Break '99 - to
Cancun from $349. 7 r»ghts. 14 free
meals. Call free. 1-80O2444463.
Vts» our web site www.i»»agetouTS.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City Get free parties with USA Spring
Break! Call 1-888-777 4642 to
book your trip today!
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 nights $279! Includes
meals & free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbreaktravel.com
1-8006786386
Spring Break Snow Bash - at
Snowshoe
Mountain.
WVa.ll
Snowshoe's college scene Is one of
the hottest in ski country! Spend
spring break wtth friends on 4 off the
slopes during parties, comedy
shows, crazy events (like inflatable
animal racing), prizes & much morel
Earn Snow Bucks by participating in
events, then use them to bid on new
skis, snowboards, & more during
the Snow Buck Auction! Great
Package prices only for students!
Call 304-572-5252 or check out
SfWvsftoevntn.com for info!
»1 Panama City Vacations - Free
parties - no cover. Best beachfront
hotels from $129. Free 'Spring
Break Uncensored' video!
1-80O2347007
www.endtesssummertours.com
Be Ready to Scuba Dive on Spring
Break! Weekend class Friday night.
Saturday. & Sunday. February 19,
20, A 21. Classroom A pool
training, all inclusive - Cost $195.
Do your certification dives on
Spring Break. Call Kathy's Scuba,
433-3337.
•1 Spring Break '99 Vacations!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun A
Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459.
Panama City Beach $129. Book
now A receive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored' video!
1-800-2347007
www.endlesssummertours. com

CAMPUS REPS WANTED
APPLY ONLINE !

18002347007
www riuHtisssumnvr •our5.con*
Discover Card

SPRING
BREAK!
Sprang Break Travel was 1 of 6 irniii
businesses m ttve US «i 199B to be
recognized (or outstanovig ethics by
Council of Better Business Bureaus1

Bohcuneis Party

Cruise $279

5 day*. Moat Mean. Ree Pamae. moudea ran

Panama $119
City -Bo»d«*.n*)a,»nSuBproei«tat

Jamaica
$439
7 Nights. Air * Hotel
Cancun
$399
1 Najm. »» • Hewi
Spring Break TraveJOur 12th Year!

1-800-678-6386
Spring Break Beaches - Daytona,
Panama City. Padre, Miami.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, etc.
All the popular hot spots. Best
hotels, prices, parties. Browse
www.lcpt.com. Reps earn cash,
free trips. Call Inter-Campus
800327-6013.

Send a
Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger
$250 for the first 10 words
($2 for each additional 10)

568-6127

THE BREEZE SPORTS SECTION IS IN NEED OF NEW WRITERS.
If you like sports, and are interested in writing for The Breeze,
please contact Mike or Seth at x6709 or stop by The Breeze office
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
IMIM.|..
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